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Mathis'Study Predicts By 1990

Tenn-Tom Money Impact
Estimated At $38 Million

BLACK HISTORY QUEEN — Rochea Perry, right, daughter of Lewis and Ann Perry, was crowned Friday afternoon
as Black History Week Queen at Murray High School. Crowning Miss Perry was last year'squeen, Kim Tharpe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Tharpe. The attendants were, from left, Kim Walls, daughter of Raymelle Walls
and Harold Walls, Sherita Greer, daughter of Wanda and Henry Greer, and Lisa Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Perry Johnson. Sam Burrage of WPSD-TV, Paducah, was the guest speaker for the program.

The impact of the Tennessee Tombigbee Waterway on West Kentucky by
1990 in increased economic activity is
estimated at $38 million, according to a
study directed by Dr. Gilbert L. Mathis,
professor of economics at Murray State
University.
The waterway, which is scheduled for
completion in 1986 at a cost of $1.5
billion, will provide a 232-mile inland
connection between the Tennessee
River on the north and Demopolis, Ala.,
on the south. It also will provide a direct
linkage to the gulf coast port of Mobile
by way of the Tombigbee and Mobile
Rivers.
The purpose of the study, prepared by
Mathis for the Tennessee-Tombigbee
Waterway Development Authority and
the Kentucky Development Cabinet,
was to estimate the impact of the
waterway and Interestate 24 on the
economy of West Kentucky.
A survey of each county in the
Jackson Purchase and Pennyrile areas
of West Kentucky also was conducted.
Factors in each county which either
limit or enhance economic growth were
identified.
The dollar impact on West Kentucky

Attorney Says State Cannot Probe Charges
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) — An attorney representing Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley II says the
state Personnel Board has no legal
authority to investigate sexualharassment charges against his client.
In one of 14 motions submitted Friday
to the Personnel Board, P.T. Vance of
Versailles said that the Kentucky Commission on Human Rights is the proper
forum for the case because the woman
who filed the charges against Barkley

is not a merit-system employee.
The Personnel Board, Vance said, is
empowered under law to investigate
sexual-harassment charges only if they
are filed by a merit-system, or
''classified," employee.
Vance also said the investigation was
illegal because of the woman's nonmerit status.
The state Personnel Board has taken
the motions under advisement.
Vance's motions identified Ann

Hester and Barbara Armstrong as the
women who filed charges against
Barkley and two other men. The other
men were identified as Gerald H.
Deatherage, on leave from his job as
director of commodity distribution, and
Douglas R. Wheeler, markets director.
Personnel Commissioner Dick Robinson said later that Ms. Hester filed
charges _against Barkley and Wheeler,
- Ms. Armstrong filed charges against
Wheeler and Deatherage and that both
women "have charges against
the...won environment,"
Both women since have left the
Agriculture Department for jobs
elsewhere in state government.
The three men were to eppear before
the Personnel Board next Tuesday, but
the first motion entered in the four-hour
hearing requested a continuance until
Such service is available only in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — South
March 24.
Frankfort but would be extended inCentral Bell has asked the Utility
After initially agreeing to delay the
itially to Bardstown, Harlan,
Regulatory Commission for a $109
hearing, the board decided to set the
Hopkinsville. Madisonville, Oak Grove,
million rate increase, claiming it
date after it had determined what acOwensboro, Paducah, Paintsville,
"hasn't been able to battle inflation to a
tion to take on the motion to end the inPrestonsburg, Winchester and parts of
standstill."
vestigation.
Louisville.
Vice President Stanley Dickson said
Vance made a number of references
The measured service proposal inFriday that without additional revenue,
to an attorney general's opinion issued
creases to 25 percent the monthly dis"Bell's ability to continue providing
at the board's request outlining its
count from proposed exchange rates.
good service in Kentucky will be
authority in sexual-harassment cases.
Optional measured service also would
seriously impaired."
Attorney General Steve Beshear had
be available, for the first time, to
The utility proposed an across-thetold the board that, should a complaint
business customers at a 25 percent disboard monthly increase of $9.79 for
by a merit-system employee be found
count..
single-party residential service and
valid, the board could order the personSouth Central said overall long$18.08 for single-party business service.
nel commissioner to withhold the
distance charges would drop slightly.
Bell asked that some rate increases,
Direct-dial in-state calls over 85 miles
approximately $18.9 million, be allowed
would be cheaper. Customers who dial
to go into effect March 31.
their own credit card calls would have
The company also requested permission to expand local measured service' lower rates than now charged for credit
card calls.
to several cities. Measured service is
Person-to-person rates generally
an optional, discounted service that
would be higher. South Central also prosaves money for those who call infreThe carcass of a 215-pound crossbred
-hog grown by 'Doug Sharp, Route 1,
poses increases for telephone set,
quently or who decide to call less to
business systems, private line service.
save money,the company explained.
Kirksey, won top honors Thursday in
and other items.
the West Kentucky Market Hog Show
For the first time, monthly telephone
and Carcass Contest at Murray State
charges would be separated intc
University.
charges for access to the communicaWhen slaughtered at the Reelfoot
tions network, inside wiring and terPacking Co., Union City, Tenn., the
animal dressed out with 'a 66 percenminal equipment charges.
The Calloway County School Board
tage of lean meat from a hot carcass
Dickson said Bell must spend about
will hold a special meeting at 4:30 p.m.
weight of 150 pounds.
$187 million on construction to maintain
Wednesday, Feb. 25, at the board of
and expand. service in the state this
Monday, the animal had placed 10th
education office on College Farm Road,
year.
in the judging of entries in the event'
according to Dr. Jack Rose, superinten"Our overall return on Kentucky
adult lightweight competition at the
dent.
operations in 1980 was 7.76 percent.
West Kentucky Exposition Center near
Items on the agenda include discusThat's miserable," said Dickson. "It's
the Murray campus.
sion on new band uniforms, an exnot going to attract an investor who can
The winning carcass length was 30.°
ecutive session and student personnel
easily earn 14-15 percent on no-risk
inches, nine-tenths of an inch longer
action, Rose said.
bank certificates."
than the 29.5-inch minimum, but it
showed a backfat depth of five-tenths of
an inch as compared with the 1.5-inch
maximum and produced a 6.7-inch loin
The Murray High Tigers beat Christian County, 85-74, Friday night,
eye as compared with the 4.5-inch
while the Calloway County Lakers lost to Lone Oak,-74-52. Stories and
minimum.
photos of the games are on Pages Sand 9,
It was the second top award won by
the Calloway County producer in the
annual show, which is sponsored jointly
by the Kentucky Council On Agriculture
and the Department of Agriculture at
One Section-12 Pages
Murray State,
Aces
2
Monday,Sharp's-235-pound crossbred
Business Page
Partly sunny and unseasonably
3
entry won first place in the on-foot judglassifieds
10,11
mild today with highs in the uping of the adult heavyweight division.
Comics
per 60s to low 70s. Cloudy with
10
Second place in the carcass contest
Crossword
showers likely tonight. Lows in
went to Glenn Slack, Route 2, Guthrie,
Deaths & Funerals
the low 50s. Showers continuing
12
with the carcass of a 214-pound hog.
Dear Abby
Sunday with highs around 60.
5
shown Monday in the youth lightweight
Dr. Lamb
Winds becoming southeast 5 to 10
2
division and in which it finished third in
miles an hour today and southerFins & Feathers
6,7
the on-foot judging.
ly 10 to 15 mils an hour tonight.
Horoscopes
25
Slack's entry dressed out with a 64.47
Local Scene
Probability/ of precipitation 70
2
percentage of lean meat from a 164percent tonight and 80 percent
Opinion Page
4
pound hot carcass, had a 7.2-inch loin
Sports
Sunday. •
8,9
eye, seven-tenths of an inch backfat
thickness and a carcass length of 31.9

South Central Bell
Asks For Rate Hike

salary of the person accused.
If the complaint is from a non-merit
employee, the commissioner could
withhold pay on his own, the opinion
said.
Such a determination. Vance argued.
could mean a penalty of more than
$100,000 againstElarkley — or his salary
for the remainder of his term.
Itaisots unlawful, he said, because
the Kentucky Constitution states that
'he salaries of constitutional officers
"shall not be reduced" while they hold
office except by action of the state
I.egislature.
As with the continuation motion, the
outcome of most of Vance's remaining
contentions hinges on the board's decision whether to continue the investigation.
A major point Vance hopes to win if
the board decides to go ahead with ths
probe deals with Barkley's right of
"discovery'," or to take depositions
from those involved in the case.
Barkley has yet to see the formal
complaint against him, Vance said, and
the board may legally grant him the
right of discovery "when extenuating
circumstances of sufficient magnitude
exist."
Barkley and his wife, Tona, attended
the hearing,as did a number of other officials from the state Department of
Agriculture.

through 1996 was computed based on
funds generated by increased river
traffic, additional coal sales and grain
exports and from additional manufacturing induced by the Waterway.
The most visible impact of the waterway' will be an increase in the amount of
barge traffic on the Tennessee River,
the study found. The additional traffic
in turn will stimulate demand for services related to the river industry.
An additional 575 tows yearly will be
locking through Kentucky Dam by 1990,
representing a 27 percent increase in
the present volume of traffic, the study
found.
Measured in tonnages, _the net increase in tons on Kentucky Lake
resulting from the waterway will be 4.1
million tons by 1986 and 5.6 million tons
by 1990.

study' noted the opening of the waterway will not increase tourism in the
Kentucky Lake area.
Some negative impact resulting from
increased traffic on the lake was found.
The study concluded: "Although the
long-run impact of additional barge
traffic on the waterway will be
detrimental and hasten deterioration of
the lake, the negative economic impact
through 1990 is expected to be negligible."

The increased number of tows will
result in additional activity of area tow
operations, barge service and fleeting
operators and the regional port
authorities. Facilities at Paducah and
possibly Calvert City and Murray may
expect an increase in the demand for
services.

The study found the activities with
the greatest potential for economic
growth in Calloway County' to be trade,
service and education. A development
plan should include improvements to
county roads and Murray city streets
including widening of Ky. 94 between
Murray and Kentucky Lake.

The increase in income to river service facilities in West Kentucky
through 1986 is estimated at $4,027,370
and the increase in earnings through
1990 is placed at $5,031,870.
The additional traffic will be a plus
for the attraction of new industry. The

Long range plans for development
should include a by-pass around the city, bicycle trails, and assistance to the
private sector in construction of highrise apartments for an increasing
number of older residents, The study
found.

In its analysis of economic conditions
in Calloway County, the study found the
major factor limiting economic growth
to be the lack of four-lane road limited
access. The study' said improvements
could also be made in rail service,labor
image,and to the appearance of the approach into the east side of Murray on
Ky.94.

High School Science Students
To Be Hosted On MSU Campus
Students from Calloway, Graves and
Marshall County High Schools who are
interested in science will be hosted on
the campus of Murray State University
on Monday, Feb. 23.
Murray High students will be hosted
on Tuesday', Feb. 24.
Sponsored by the College of Environmental Sciences, the students will
participate in discussing career opportunities in agriculture, biology,
medicine, medical
technology,
chemistry, geography, geology,
mathematics, physics, pre-veterinary
medicine • and veterinary science
technology.
According to Dr. Phillip Sparks,
assistant dean of environmental
sciences, the students will be among
those from 15 West Kentucky high
schools visiting on the Murray State
campus during Career Week, Feb. 2327.
Sparks said the program is designed
primarily for juniors and seniors who
are making career plans and have an

interest in areas of study in the College
of Environmental Sciences.
Every student will have a chance to •
discuss their area of interest with a
Murray State faculty member and
review career options.Sparks said.
Departments have designed one
academic session that should enhance
the educational background of the participants, he added. A schedule of the .
day's events is as follows:
9 a.m. — Registration in the Barkley
Room of the University Center.
9:30 a.m. — Program titled 'Career
Outlook for the 1980's and 1990's."
10 a.m. — Discussions of career options in various fields of studies.
11:45 a.m. — Lunch with faculty
members.
12:30 p.m. — Tours of scientific
facilities on campus including the
NASA Remote Sensing Center which
processes satellite composite survey's
of the earth's surface; energy simulation and micro-computer facilities.
The students will depart at 1:45 p.m.

Kirksey Youth Wins Top Honors
At West Kentucky Hog Show

County School Board
Calls Special Meeting

inside today

today's index

partly sunny
and mild

inches.
Loins of the top five hogs were auctioned at the traditional awards banquet Thursday night with the proceeds
being used to help defray expenses of
the event.
Eighty hogs were entered in this
year's event as compared with 180 last
year. Judging the carcasses was Dr. Gary
Parker of the University of Kentucky',
while Kevin Ellis, a well-known Boyle
County producer, judged the on-foot
competition Monday.

Meeting Slated To
Form Council For
Exceptional Children
An organizational meeting to form a
Murray-Calloway County Chapter of
the Council for Exceptional Children
will be held on Thursday, Feb. 26 at 7
p.m. in room 240 of the Special Education Building at Murray State University. Election of officers and the formation of standing committees will take
place during the meeting.
The Council for Exceptional Children
has approximately 950 local chapters
with 63,000 indwidual members. The
Council exists solely to improve educational opportunities for exceptional
children, both the gifted and the handicapped. All interested persons are invited to join the Murray-Calloway
County Chapter of C.E.C. for
stimulating and rewarding professional
development.'
For additional information, contact
Dr. Janet W. Mitchell of the Department of Special Education at Murray
State University.
•
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MOCK TURTLE SOUP Shannon Christopher appears as the Mock Turtle
in the Children's Company of the Community Theatre's 'Alice in Wonderland' and dances for Alice, Janet Whaley, with her partern, The
Gryphon. The Gryphon, Ross Bolen, is a creature that is part eagle, part
dragon and part lizard. Other unusual creatures in the show include the
Mad March Hare, a Dormouse, a Cheshire Cat and four Hedgehogs that
the queen uses as croquet balls in her royal croquet match. For more information about the play, call the theatre at 759.1 752.
Photo By Hal Ike
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----Community Happenings

Sallirdey, Feb.21
Second of a series of
children's art workshops for
junior high school students
will be from 9 to 11 a.m on
fourth floor, Fine Arts Center.
Murray State.

Your Individual
Horoscope

&Hardly, Feb. 21
Workshops in the Sixth Annual Robert F. Alsup
Distinguished Lecture and
Workshops Series will be at
to is am.and 11:10 a.m.

Tuesday. Feb. 24
Square and Round Dancing
Ve
Calloway. County Orchard
will be held at 7 30 p in at the
and Garden Club will meet at 7
Woodmen of the World Hall.
Fraauts
Drake
pm. at the West Kentucky
FOR MONDAY,FEBRUARY 23, 1911
Livestock and Exposition
Sunday , Feb. r2
What
kind
ot day will tomor- sent themselves. Sociability
Center.
This is open to all inFourth production of -Alice
row be? To find out what the abets work efforts.
Chapter M, P. E. O., will In Wonderland" by Communi- terested men and women. For stars say, read the forecast
LIBRA
information call 753-8848 or
Basketball games between
meet following a covered dish ty Theatre will be at 2 p.m. at
gis en for your birth Sign.
'Sept. 23 to Oct. Z2)
753-8904.
Murray State and Memphis
luncheon at the home of Mrs the Calloway Public Library
ARIES
Creative pursuits bring joy.
State will be at MSU Arena
Frank A. Stubblefield at 12
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Share thoughts with loved
Second
annual
Science
with Lady Racers to play at
and
Quad
State
Bands
Concert
noon.
You'll have a chance to ones. If single, you may meet
5,15 p.m. and the Men Racers
will be at 2 p.m. in the Univer- Religion Conference will open meet somebody
special. Ac- with a new romance. Enjoy
Piano recital by Julie Heil, sity Center Ballroom,
1:30
at
p.m
on
third
level
the
to play at 730 p.m.
Murray
cept invalions to socialize
happy times.
Millstadt, Ill., will be at 2 p.m. State University. This
auditori
Universit
um,
y
is free
Hornance7dind relationships SCORPIO
Center, Murray State. The are happy
Four-Wheel Drive Pull, and piano recital by Bridget and open to the public.
themes now.
i Oct. 23 to Noy. 21) MAP
Lowry' lecture will be at 7 p.m. TAURUS
sponsored by Alpha Gamma Ann Gregg, Harrisburg, Ill.,
You'll enjoy having friends
Murray State University in the Mason Hall Nursing
Rho fraternity, will be at 7 will be at 3:30 p.m. at Recital
Apr. 20 to May 201
over. Others will complunent
p.m. at the West Kentucky Hall, Fine Arts Annex, Mur- Pan Hellenic Council will
You'll overcome petty pro- you on your role as
host.
Livestock and Exposition ray State University. Both sponsor the Heart Fund Drive
blems on the job and will meet Romance is definitely
part of
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of with success. Business and the picture!
Center. Admission will be $5 recitals are free and open to with sororities to set up
roadblocks and collect door to Woodmen of the World will pleasure mix favorably Look
for adults, $4.50 for students, the public.
SAGITTARIUS
asatt
V
door in various neighborhoods meet at 7 p.m. at the WOW for opporturuty.
and $2.50 for children.
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 "
Twin Lakers Good Sam
of the community. For infor- Hail with Gayle South and GEMINI
CROWNED SWEETHEART - Mrs. Gertrude (Truth')
Your happy disposition brRecreational Vehicle Chapter
mation call Laura Quigley, Marilyn
Herndon
Sprague, 93, right, is being escorted back to her seat after
as I May 21 to June 20t
ings you new friends. You'll
Rifle Matches with teams of West Kentucky will meet at
767-4035.
Happy
news from a also attract romance. Be sure
hostesses.
being crowned "Valentine Sweetheart of Fern Terrace'. at
from Kentucky and Tennessee .6 p.m. at the Community
distance. You may make to accept invitations for good
a party at the Fern Terrace Lodge. Her escort is her son,
will start at 7 a.m. at the Room of the North Branch of
travel
plans.
Don't mix times now.
Monday, Feb. 23
ROTC Rifle Range, Roy the Peoples Bank. A potluck
Garrie Sprague A dance followed the crowning.
Robertson School PTA is business with pleasure, but do CAPRICO
Oak Grove Baptist Church
RN
Stewart Stadium, Murray supper will be served with
enjoy romance and hobbies.
I Dec. 22 to Jan . 194V
Women will meet at 7 p.m. scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
State.
each family to bring two
CANCER
You'll make a favorable imwith Pauline Story.
dishes. Meat will be furnished.
Parent Teacher
Con- (June 21 toJuly 22)
pression on higher-ups now. A
Friends
are
quite
ferences
helpful
will
be
held
from
social invitation has business
3 to
Chili-tamale supper will be
Parent-Teacher
Conserved,following the Murray ferences will be held at North 6 p.m. at East and Southwest now. You may gain a valuable advantages. Money prospects
_
business
tip.
Both
domestic
Calloway
improve.
Elementary
State basketball game at the Calloway Elementary School
life and romance afford you AQUARIUS
ILiwir
Schools.
.
Murray Country Club. Charge from 3 to 6 p.m.
"OW
satisfactions.
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 I
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
will be $2.50 per person.
LEO
By
all
Southwest Title 1 Parent Admeans accept an inRecreational Vehicle Show
n Inscieral, Pronest y I and that is often an unportant key
DEAR DR LAMB
1 am
(July 23 to Aug. 224
vitation to travel. Dealings
Rummage sale for benefit of will open today and go through visory Council will meet at 5
Quinaglute, but have pro- to combating mental fatigue.
69. male, and had one heart
Sincerity is the keynote for with agents, publicists
,
attack four years ago I wa, gressed to the point that I do
DEAR DR. LAMB -- Would Murray High School Baseball March 1 at the West Kentucky p.m. at Southwest School.
today. Show others how much lawyers and educators
should
not take any medication I you explain the "mask of Team will be at 8 a.m, at the Livestock and Expositio
you care and they'll respond bring happy results.
n
Sometimes get tired to the pregnancy - or patches of dark Murray High School.
Center. This is free and open
Richard Valentine Puppets favorably. Heart interests are PISCES
point of exhaustion. in the pigmented skin on the face
Bargain Matinees
'to the public.
will perform at 10 a.m. and emphasized.
i Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
mid-morning and sometimes and upper hp that occurs in
Chili
Sat. & Sun. — 2:00
supper
will be spon3:30 p.m. in the green room of VIRGO
in the afternoon In the after- some women" lye Just had
You may meet with
sored
by
1
Hazel
Aug.
23 toSept. 221
Woman's Club
noon I drink one ounce of my second child and I look
Cheri & Cine'
Recovery, Inc., will meet at old freight depot, Murrayromance through your job.
with
whiskey
You'll
enjoy shopping for Sociability abets career
serving from 5 to 7:30 7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, Calloway Park.
or four ounces of like I have a dark mustache
All Seats $1.50
strivwine. which relieves the tired- on my upper lip. Will getting a p.m. at the Hazel Community
something special. New ings. Luck through
North Seventh and Olive
others in
ness for a while, part of the suntan cause it to darken? Center. Charge will
money
opportunit
ies may pre- financial matters.
be $2.50 Streets.
Senior Citizens Centers will
time
Would a sunscreen be enough for adults
Final Wk. Ends Thur.
and $1.25 for
be open as follows: Dexter at
Rest and sleep do not help. protection fronrthe sun'
7:20.9.25
,
2-00 Sat., Sun
My doctor does not have any
Community
DEAR READER - The children, 10 and under.
Chorus. 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and Douglas
answers I have had blood mask is from an overproducdirected by Dr. Irma Collins, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
work done I do work every tion of melanin pigment, the
Alcoholics Anonymous and
will rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
day fairly hard. 3 do have normal pigment in your skin. Alanon will
the Calloway Public Library,
meet at 8 p.m. at
irregular heartbeats. Do you It is the same pigment that is
(pave any suggestions for enhanced by a suntan During the west end of the West KenSingles Class of Seventh and
Front Porch Swing will Poplar
relief of this tiredness"
pregnancy the increased hor- tucky Livestock and ExposiChurch of Christ will
7533314
tion
Center.
DEAR READER
practice at 7 p.m. at the First
Anyone mone production causes
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
who has excessive or regular patchy pigmentation in some
Thru Thurs. 3/ 5
Christian Church.
building.
fatigue should have a medical women, and exposure to sunThird production of -Alice
00. 9 00 -r-2 00Sat .Sun
examination and I gather light makes it worse. If you In Wonderlan
Church Softball League for
d"
6 Aced, Neon. Inc. Best Pict
by
Communifrom your letter you have are out, both in summer and
Parents Anonymous will
the summer will have a
Moo Tyler Meore
been well evaluated. About 20 winter, cover the area that is ty Theatre will be at 8 p.m. at
meeting at 7 p.m. at the meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforDONALD SUTHERLAND
percent of people who have darkly pigmented with a the Calloway Public Library.
Fellowship Hall of the First mation call 753-5995 or 435fatigue have a medical disor- sunscreen
4385.
der that is causing it and in
Parents Without Partners Baptist Church. For more inIn some women it fades
the other 80 percent the cause after pregnancy is over, but Chapter at Paris, Tenn., will formation contact Randy Soris psychological, such as a
may remain to some degree
have a potluck supper at 7 row at the church.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
depression.
Women who have this
p.m.
Ends Thurs.
at the Old City Hall
Obviously. you do have a response during pregnancy
Creative Arts Department meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
9- 10 -2,00Sat Sun
of the West Kentucky
medical problem, but your are prone to have a similar Library in City Hall Building, of the Murray
Woman's Club
story is. one of having reco- response to birth control pills, Paris, Tenn. For information
Livestock and Exposition
3 Academy horns. inc.
will
meet
9:30
at
a.m, at the
vered rather well The preswhich you may' want to avoid
6 18
Best Actress
call 762-4817 or 762-4816.
Center,
club
house
with Jan Rowlett to
ence of a previous heart
trot ost HAN% as.
present
attack
the program.
by no means protects
PRIV Y MASI WIN
Murray TOPS I take off
you from the same psychologC
pounds sensibly ) Club will
ical problems other people
General
members
hip
have that cause fatigue. In
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
%A
A G. CORN, JR
meeting of the Community
fact, a health problem often
Center.
Theatre will be at 7 p.m. in the
causes a person to be
001:911 00 "- 2 00 Sat .Sun
Library Arts Annex, 712 Main
depressed and in turn feel
"Men Must bg decided on
must decide what to do.
ram Dual010)
Cluster prayer meetings of
fatigued. At least half of peoStreet.
what
,MONI•CI
they
will
not
do,
and
On
the
surface
it
appears
ple who have a heart attack
First Baptist Church WMU
THE
do have an associated depres- then they are able to act , that declarer must make a
will be at 10 a.m. at the homes
Hazel and Douglas Centers
Off Any
JAZZ
* I
sion at least in the months with vigor in what they guess about where the ace
will be open from 10 a.m. to 2 of Ruth Caldwell and Laurine
SIKER
ought to do."-- Mencius.
that follow the acute episode.
and queen of diamonds
Andrus, at 6:30 p.m. at the
p.m. for activities by the
I have outlined some of the
might be. If West has the
main causes of fatigue in The
West puts declarer to the ace, the play of the king will Senior Citizens with lunch at home of Rebecca Whittaker,
11:45 a.m. at Hazel and at 12 and at 7 p.m. at the homes of
Health Letter number 9-6, "crucial guess" in his
win. If East has the ace and
Puy Thurs. 3/ 5
Fatigue. Feeling Tired and defense of today's tricky
Billie Ray, Jessie Wooden, *
noon at Douglas.
Sale Prices Good Fri., Sat. & Mon. Only
West the queen, a duck in
7 00.9 N. ^2 00Sat .Sur
and Betty Lyons.
Weary. which I am sending game. But before declarer dummy will be correct. Or
8 Academy Nominations
you. Others who want this makes his "guess." he must
District
17, Unit I, Licensed
will it?
1,
issue can send 75 cents with a first decide what he should
Inc. Best Picture
Home Mission Book Study,
- It is true that if East has Practical Nurses Association,
THE
long, stamped. self-addressed not do. Cover the East-West
ANTHOW,
Main
Murray
the ace and West the queen. will meet at 7 p.m. in the taught by the Rev. Terry Sills,
HorsrNS
envelope for it to me, in care hands if
you,wish to take the the duck in dummy will private dining room of
will be at 1:30 p.m. at the
J0.04 .0
,
1,
of this newspaper. P.0 Box
test.
save a trick. However, it is
Memorial Baptist Church.
Murray-Calloway
County
1551.
Radio
Station.
City
New
oirdnut St•753-3314
Dummy's heart 10 loses also true that declarer will
Hospital.
York. NY 10019. There are
things people can do to help to East's ace and East go down if that is the case
Youth Prayer Breakfast will
.Late Shows Tonite
returns
a
trump
combat fatigue.
to
declar- East will win the diamond
•
be at 7:30 p.m. at the
Keep in touch with your er's ace. The trump king ace and lead a fourth club
Cheri 1-11:30 P.M.
Fellowship Hall of the First
doctor If your fatigue is a comes next and East's dis- for one down.
IF YOU DON'T STOP IT
Baptist Church.
real problem. why not get card confirms a trump trick
So
the
only legitimate
YOU'LL GO BLIND (R)
some psychological counsel- for West.
play
for
the contract is to
ing to help you get more out
Cheri 2 • 11:40 P.M.
Declarer plays two high
play West for the diamond ' Baptist Men Of Sinking Sprof life Perhaps you are working Baptist Church will meet
clubs
and
leads
NORTH
a
low
club
2-2I-A
to
Adult Entertainment
ing to hard. You know you
at 7 p.m.
4875
only live once and it helps to establish the suit, but West's
18 Or Over Only
•K J 10 6
do at least one thing you enjoy trump 10 beats dummy"s
All Seats 53.00
•K 7 5 4
First Baptist Church WMU
every day It gives you some- eight. West now leads the
63
thing to look forward to. and diamond eight and declarer
will meet at 7 p.m.in the
WEST
EAST
church chapel with Wilma
•J 10 4 3
•2
Beatty as program leader.
111 Q9842
•A-7 5
•A 8
•Q 10 9 3 2
495
• 431087
HOSPITAL NEWS
SOUTH
•A K Q 9 6
•
•3
Adults 158
•J 6
Nursery 3
•AKQ42
2-17--81
Vulnerable. Both. Dealer
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
South_ The bidding:
Spillman, baby boy (HarSouth West _North East
riet ), Box 122, Wingo.
•
Pass 2•
Pass
Crawford, baby girl
4•
Pass Pass
Pass
Chrystal ), Rt. 3, Mayfield
Opening lead Heart four
DISMISSALS
Carolyn A. Johnson and
ace and to fly with dummy s
baby boy, Rt. 8, Benton:
king.
William C. Castile, 1658
When that wins, declarer
can release his breath to Calloway, Murray; Charles D.
lead a trump and make an Hutcherson, 408 South Sixth
overtrick as the defense is Street, Murray; Mrs. Brenda
Offering
held to only one trump and K. Doster, Rt. 1, Dresden.
one heart (declarer having .Tenn.; Mrs. Donna Marie
•Prime Office Space Built To Your Specs.
first cashed dummy's heart Parker, 1608 Catalina, Murking to throw his diamond
ray.
•Space Available 30-45 Days After Leasing
loser).
Jerry M. Jones, 1602
Wiswell, Murray; Jeremy H.
•4,000 Sq. Ft. of Space Available
Bid with Corn
Scott, 215 South 13th Street,
,-;outh holds 2-21-B
Murray; Lee W. Fox, 801
•Free Janitorial Service, Paid Utilities
•8 7 5
South Ninth Street, Murray:
•K J 106
'Elevator Service & Sprinkler Systems
Francis G. Smith, 509 Beale.
•K 7 5 4
Murray; Harry Kamin, 1498
The Insurance Center
463
•Plenty Of Parking Available
Clayshire, Murray; Mrs. LotOf Murray
North South
tie R. Garner, 719 Riley Court,
*Conveniently Located Near Banks & Court House
I•
901 Sycamore
Murray,
Mrs. Evelyn C. Hubbell,
ANSWER: One heart Do
7534355
not bypass a four card major 1800 Monroe. Murray; Robert
tIlIIbl,LPhOflI
to raise a minor suit or to bid R. Flood, 813 Hurt, Murray:
14111
one no trump
,)
Buford Downey. Rt. 8, Mur,
1
ray;
Joe
A.
Darnall,
Hardin;
'send bridge pursue.. m
The Arr.
Mrs. Jane E. Clayton, Rt.
I'D jjpy li,i363 Dallas Texas
75225
"MA Yelf.aadressed slamped
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Mae
envelope
for rrply
D. Harris, Rt. 1, Murray.
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THE ACES

SALE

All New Spring &
Summer Clothes

6.1

o% off

All New Faded Glory
\Decorative Jeans

m

20% off

W

* '5 Rack Fall & Winter
* Dresses and Sportswear

H

*

sr°

* iMen's Work Clothes:
* i
and Boots

3

W
w
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ATTENTION FARMERS

NOW LEASING. .

WALNUT PLAZA

All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance
is now available from
King-Landolt Insurance

I

Before you spend a fortune planning your crops this
year, think about protecting yourself with All-Risk
Federal Crop Insurance.
We have been appointed to sell All-Risk Federal
Crop Insurance for corn, beans and tobacco. Its very
R•asonablel Insured are covered under an all risk
basis of hail, wind, draught and all natural disasters.
Find out how the benefits of all-risk insurance can
be tailored to your farming operation. Just call David
King, Gene Landolt, or Adelle Kupchella at 753-8355.
All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance. In good years and
bad, it pays off.

King-Landolt

Call For More Information
753-4682,753-5870,753-8302,753-9621
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Murray Business News Briefs.
GM May Eliminate
About 19,000 Jobs
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DETROIT L AP) - General salaried jubs are di the United
Motors Corp., seeking to States.
tighten its belt in a sluggish
GM ordered a 10 percent
carbuying market, may reduction in salaried employeliminate about 19,000 ment last April. A company
salaried jobs through layoffs, spokesman said Thursday,
attrition or early retirement, a
however, that for several
published report said today.
reasons, only about 5 percent
of the jobs existing at that
The Detroit Free Press said
GM ordered its executives this time, or 10,000, have been
week to prepare for the possi- elmunated, at an estimated
annual savings of $300 million.
ble reduction. The order
The newspaper also said
resulted from meetings of
several hundred top GM ex- GM will reinstitute merit
rises for salaried employees
ecutives who reviewed the
within the next two months.
company's continued weak
The merit raises, averaging 3
vehicle sales and financial
percent annually, were frozen
condition, the newspaper
last July.
reported. The company
Together, the five major
recently reported a $763
producers had 195,450 workers
million loss for 1980 due to a
on indefinite layoff compared
sales slump.
NEW NIJAff — Ross Insurance is pleased to announ
with 196,350 last week. An adced their full-service staff to better
The job cuts would amount
serve their costumers. They are (from left, back row)
ditional 28,000 workers were
Danny Ross, Billy Miller, (front
to 10 percent of GM's scheduled for tempor
row)lames Ross and Pasty Higgins. Ross Insurance is
ary
located at 210 E. Main St., phone
worldwide salaried staff- of
753-0489.
furloughs next week from
189,000 and would save GM
seven final assembly lines
CHICAGO, Ill. — The sale of F. Good &
Company, poration like Sonic to sell
about $570 million a year.
compared with 20,200 from the Murray Sonic Drive-In Realtors'
.
these properties in 60 days at
About 72 percent of GM's
Restaurant will be held at 4
eight lines this week.
The large fast food operator
auction rather than 12 months
p.m. March 25 at the People's and franchi
ser, with over 1,000 or longer that a negotia
ted
Bank, according to Sheldon F. units through
out the southeast sale might take.
Good, president of the Sheldon and
southwest United States,
With interest rates over 19
has directed the sale of seven
percent and the cost of real
surplus restaurants buildings
estate taxes, insurance and
DETROIT
( AP) — 1980, the worst year in the
at Absolute Public Real
maintenance, a quick auction
American Motors Corp. history of the industry
. Ford
Estate Auction.
sale provides a considerable
reported Friday it lost a com- Motor _Co. on Thursday said
Other locations include
it
savings for an owner.
pany record of $197.52 million lost $1.54 billion, a record
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. Nashville, Athens
for
and South
The seller financing
last year as revenues declined any U.S. company,
and (API — Meijer Inc., a Grand Pittsburg,
Tenn.: authorized at 12 percent in16.6 percent from their 1979 General Motors Corp. earlier Rapids-based retail store
Hopkinsville, Ky.; Scottsboro, terest should
be particularly
level.
reported a $763 million deficit. chain,says it will buy 14 stores Ala.: and Toccoa,Ga.
attractive to individuals or a
The full-year loss, which
in Ohio and Kentucky from a
Gordon Greene and Bruce
group purchaser of these
amounted to $6 a share, comFor the fourth quarter, AMC New York firm.
Sayre, of Real Estate Auc- stores. Greene
said that many
pared with a profit of $70.6 lost $29
The general merchandise tions, Inc., a
million, or 81 cents a
subsidiary of
of the stores may be for uses
million, or $2.24 a share, in share,
compared with earn- stores, plus a warehouse in Sheldon F. Good SC Company
other than a restaurant. Possi1979.
ings of $12.8 million, or 37 Sharonville, Ohio, are being i phone number 312-346-1500i.
ble uses are doctors of inAMC was the third cents a
bought
from
Twin
Fair
Inc.
the
of
firm conducting the aucshare, in the final
surance company offices,
automaker to report a loss for three months
Buffalo.
N.
Y,
accordi
ng
to tion sales activity, noted that
of 1979.
bank or savings and loan
Fred Meijer, chairman of the it is logical
for a major cordrive-in or branch facilities.
Michigan chain.
Stores ip Cincinnati, Spr- ;or ********
**************C.
ingfitaffilk,......,.., oliddletown,
For all your Travel Reservations
Findlay and Fairfield in Ohio
Coll
and one in Covington, Ky., will
Dr. Norman J. Jeter, a
be called "Meijer Square."
native of Benton, now is pracOne other department
ticing with Dr. Elwood Brown,
storegrocery, in Newark.
Jr., at the Westside
Ohio, will be renamed "Meijer
Veterinary Service, PSC.
Thifty Acres."
Route 7, Murray. Dr. Jeter is a
Meijer called the new stores
The Central Shopping
Both stores take all third areafor 10 years. It features a 1979 graduate of the Ohio State
an "opportunity for the
Center and Medical Arts party
representing
Univer
sity
School
of
prescriptions, P.S.C., full line of cards, cosmetics,
natural and fundamentally
Building Begley's pharmacies Medime
American and International Traveltime
t, Blue Cross and Ken- prescription goods, paper Veterinary Medicine. He is a
sound expansion of our comnow feature free delivery in tucky
member of the American
Medicaid.
pa ny."
goods, books, magazines,
*************************t
the city and immediate subSenior citizens discounts are film, developing, tobacco Veterinary Medical Associadivisions on all prescription given
tion;
the
Indiana
Veterinary
on all. prescription items and toiletries.
orders.
Medical Association, and
orders.
• The Medical Arts store
The free delivery service is
The Central Shopping opened two years ago. Its Omega Tau Sigma Fraternity.
available six days a week.
Norman, his wife, Debra,
Center store has served the stock includes a prescription
and eleven-month old
department, OTC drug prodaughter Nikki, recently movOaNnenco Ada hoes Al to roue 53
ducts and convalescent aids.
•
/0
14
2
$S ,ote r «Iva.
is, motOo..1.1
16
1 683 92
Dr. Norman Jeter
The Central Shopping
56 11111C*MN Ina pron. aoI ammo,.4.1.40 Ina
MI ntorm
1
4
_,_3
Moe.
19_
1
00
•
snood
1/
E
...come
cno04
ono 32 o one. 11130013 sof/
Center store number is 753ed to Murray from Union City,
paves 13 annl 14 of Instruct.ons
67
4025. The Medical Arts
•,•
Ind, where he had practiced
56 Arropyrgt
ran norm 4.164
MM.
number is 759-4527.
$O (aces*t CA Old ARTA.,votOneklo.nye or
since graduation at the Union
rncao nOnng00000l.) a
• CrodO for F.dr.i ton oo sinoc.o! Weft and
aOs ,ottoell
Kenny
Tucker
•
City Animal Hospital. Dr.
is
Porno 4136 of 4136-T,
pharmacist-manager at the
Ad 1155.1a100 loonstonoot
Jeter enjoys working both
orlon. or, 2,1311,
N Yeti. ilot MOH 55 11.6010 61
Licensed For
Medical Arts store. Ruth
with pets and with large
Will Ed Stokes of Murray
N 63 11.1.no 412,41',.. 1644 i•o• 54 entor ootoo. afE61.4115
4.3
Pickins also is a pharmacist.
Commercial & Residential
61 ...coot on WWI 63 la 6. Intr1114010 TO TOU
was elected first vice presi- animals.
Moss
The Central Shopping dent
16 Anoton 4/ non *341St 5/0.1
Norman and Debra attendwor 1011 •Onnionne
Ike
fs
of the Kentucky Farm
S if i,St 54 o woo nun 5*01 12. toonn 6.141C2 MIL Mt. Pock 4V M4044 MY( MI
Center manager is Ernie and
mast
' moo.
InnIonsol *mom Lowe Wm@ row noco, wow,
Power Equipment ed Murray State University
rAnci MOM 416.
Xt.. Inn 1_, 4 nom rvis
6..•
McDowell. Pharmacists are Dealer
s
from 1971 to 1975. Debra,, a
s
Association
in
Sam
Tackett
Murray. Ky.
and Dave Col- Louisville
Taxes seem to take o bigger shore of your total
last week. The elec- certified public accountant, is
income every year ond this year IS the time too
somethi
lins.
ng about about it
tion took place at the associa- currently working on her
You need someone to help ycktu develop
Master of Business Adon aggressive program for conserving capitol
tion's 35th annual convention
in
creasing your family s financial security and
lowering your tax bills That is where Icon
ministration at Murray State.
help.
which was held at the ExTo start with I II systematically review
your
current financial picture and your return
She is the daughter of Clifton
for thy
previous year Who knows,I may very well find
ecutive West February.'8-11.
refunds you ye overlooked Then I II go fi.irthe,
Coleman of Coleman Real
and help you devise financial strategies to
Stokes was elected to the
meet your long-term business and family
needs.
Estate.
course
Of
Murray
not
everyon
and
,
the
e
requires
rep
kind of help But if you do perhaps weshOul
KFPEDA board of directors in
d talk
granddaughter of Mrs. James
1976 and was chosen as second
R. Coleman. Lynn Grove.
vice president in 1980. He is
Mare titan
- Dr. Jeter's parents,'Mr. and
Ws•prefassioa
associated with Stokes TracMrs. W. J. Jeter, reside in
tor & Implement Co., Inc., the
Benton. He has two brothers.
Massey Ferguson farm equipRandy and Terry, and one
ment dealership on Industrial
Road. He and his wife, Jane, sister, Mrs. Crate Tolbert,
Albs%
`sitsalso of Benton. Debra's
reside on Route 6, Murray.
parents and one sister Jana
201 S. 6th Street
The Kentucky Farm and
•-•
live in Mayfield. Norman.
753-8918
Power Equipment Dealers
Debra. and Nikki are presentAssociation is a trade
...
.
:741.
,
"a
ve2M
12
e,"!y
Acik
ly residing at Route 4. Mur:_,
s
S;4074
organization composed of
ray.
\
1
,
1. ifr *APYC:mc.1
1
5
'
Inr
some 250 farm equipment
$N.F4
111
S
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Martha Matheny (sitting)
I 0 1
retailers in all parts of Kenal the
tucky, with headquarters in
was chosen last week as
Louisville.
Lando

The Sonic Drive-In

Sonic To Be Sold At Auction

AMC Losses Hit Record
As Revenues Decline

Begley's Delivery Car
From Both Locations

Chain Plans To
Buy 14 Stores

Norman Jeter Joins
Elwood Brown As Vet

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

Begley's Offer Free Delivery

You Need More Than Just Someone
To Prepare Your Return

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Will Ed Stokes
Elected First VP
Of Association

Call 436-2372

EMPLOYEE
OF THE MONTH

CPA

Michael H. Keller

MARTHA
MATH[NY

Us

JO•

•

lt LTD's employee of
the month. Mrs. Matheny
was chosen on the basis of
cooperation, quality work
and productivity. She has
been with the company for
ten months, and is seen
here with her final assembly supervisor Evelyn Johnston.

Martha & Evelyn

LANDOLT LIMITED
111 E. Poplar, Murray

•M14

Certified Public Accountant

Watson Completes
Insurance Course
Lorin P. Watson, 704 Elm
Street. Murray, representative for Mutual of Omaha
and United of Omaha, has
recently completed a comprehensive insurance course
offered at the National Sales
Training School in Miami.
Fla.
The course encompasses
professional preparation in
presenting innovations in
health insurance benefits and
services. The training center
incorporates the newest and
most advanced methods of
educational training and produet programming for individual needs.
Watson is associated with
the R. B. Condon Agency, the
Mutual and United agency in
I,ouisville.

Weights, Measures
Week To Be
Observed March 1-7

FRANKFORT — National
Weights and Measures Week
will be observed March 1-7,
according to Agriculture Commissioner Alben Barkley, II.
The "Week," a yearly
event, commemorates the
adoption of the first Weights
and Measures law by the
United States on March 2,
1799.
Formal observance of the
"Week" was inaugurated 2.3
years ago by the Scale
Manufacturers Association in
cooperation with state, county
and city weights and
measures officials across the
nation.
The aim of the week-long
observance is to focus attention on the work of inspecting
and testing all weighing and
measuring devices to insure
accurate weights to consumers and businesses

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Dr. Norman J. Jeter
Will Ed Stokes
Lorin P. Watson
Martha Matheny
j°
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Your Last Chance
To Avoid Long Lines
The picture is so familiar, we
could go back in our files and
use the same one for the last
year, the year before that, or
any year in recent memories.
The photo on our front page
each year shows dozens —
perhaps hundreds — of people
standing in line. Some say they
have been in line for hours.
What would make people give
up much of one day of their
lives in order to stand in line?
Do they hope to get something
free? Are they applying for a
high-paying job? Do they want
a bit part in a movi9 being filmed here?
None of the above.
The people in the annual
news picture are standing in
line to buy license decals. They
could have purchased the
decals any day since the first of

Agree Or Not

the year in five minutes or less,
but they waited until the last
week. Some waited until the
last day, and even the last
possible minute.
This year, that last possible
minute will come on Friday,
Feb. 27. The new decals must
be displayed by March 1. This
is true for the makrity of people who own cars in Calloway
County, that is, those who have
not purchased a new car in a
different month since the state
adopted its staggering licensing system.
Although it is already late,
you may still be able to avoid
long lines by purchasing the
decals this week or early next
week.
Don't delay — or you. may
end up in our annual long-line
photograph.
By S.C. Van Curon

Education Wrestles
With Integration
FRANKFORT — After more than 20
years Kentucky's higher education
system is still wrestling with the problem of integration of both student and
faculty under federal threats of
monetary penalties that run into the
millions.
Strange as it may seem, Kentucky
State University at Frankfort, the
state's predominately black university,is the chief target of the federal order
.that also says the others are maltheir
integrating
ingerers in
predominately white faculties.
The charge against KSU is that its
student body, full-time day students,
hasn't attracted enough white students.
Last week a committee of the Council
of Higher Education turned down a proposal to recommend merging KSU with
another state university. KSU was
founded in 1886 as a land grant college
for the, blacks when segregation
prevailed in the South. It continued as
such until the Day Law was ruled unconstitutional in 1954 by the U.S.
Supreme Court.
KSU continued through the early
1960s as a predominately black school
with enrollment of less than 1,000 until
the late 1960s. In 1962 it had less than 700
enrolment with less than a dozen white
full-time students, and more than 50
percent of its student body was from
out of state.
Truth of the matter is KSU remained
as the stepchild of Kentucky's education system until the equal rights drive
of the blacks in the 1960s got some attention through court orders at the national level.
The federal demand seems to be to
get the student body integrated on
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By Ken Woll
Hindus believe in karma, a doctrine
that states that all actions have consequences good actions, bring good
consequences, and evil actions evil consequences.
Belief in karma is virtually the same
as the Christian belief that "as a man
sows, so shall he reap." The American
atheist Robert Ingersoll 11833-1899 put
the matter more scientifically:
In nature there are neither
reuards or punishments; there
are onlv consequences.
Although belief in karma makes the
Christian notion of grace very unnecessary, it is just as well that most
Christians believe in grace. I doubt that
even Judy Collins could brighten up a
Sunday morning by singing "Amazing
Karma."
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, Today In History,
Looking Back
10 Years*I;
A torrential downpour dumped 3.6 inches of rain on Murray and Calloway
County over the weekend, sending the
Clarks River out of its banks and covering the lowlands around the city of Murray.
Deaths reported include Granville
Scarbrough, 86, Ed Mitchuson, 85, Mrs.
Kitty Martin, Mrs, George (Maggio
Upchurch, and Mrs. Bertha Audrey

Cathey.
Fire destroyed the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Kirks and their four
children today.
Specialist Fourth Class Charles
Steven Sexton has completed his tour of
duty with the U.S. Army in Vietnam.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Steen on Feb. 18 and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Frank James on

Feb. 17.
Calloway County High School Lakers
lost to Heath in a basketball game. High
team scorers were Roney for Calloway
and Throgmorton for Heath.
Glenda Hill, Margaret Morton. and
Jane Buchanan had high individual
games with handicap in bowling in the
Dinar or Dollar bowling League this
week at Corvette Lanes.

Ann Stone, 83, Mrs. Commodore Orr,
62, and Miss Pansy Jones,43.
Mrs. Mildred Hodge, representing
Corvette Lanes, Murray, won the
championship of the upper bracket in
Channel 6 TV Bowling Tournament held

Feb. 18 at Paducah.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Glen Dale Litchfield, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Stubblefield, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Parker.
The American Legion and Auxiliary
will observe Americanism Month with
a dinner on Feb. 27 at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Sunrise At Campobello" starring
Ralph Bellamy and Greer Garson.

20 Years Ago
Jimmy Olila, Phillip Sparks, Diane
Larson, and Susan Evans. debaters at
Murray High School, won honors at the
Paducah Tilghman Invitational Debate
Tournament.Paducah,on Feb. 18.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Emma

about the same percentage as the
population of the state. That means
KSU would have to be more than 80 percent white and the other universities
would have to increase their black
enrollment to an equal percentage. In
other words, the name of the game is
numbers.
Births reported include a boy to Dr.
Unfortunately, early planners of the
The general merchandise store of
and Mrs. John Quertermous on Feb. 10,
higher education system concentrated
Marvin Howard at I.ynn Grove burned
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Hess on
the university system too close together
to the ground this morning. The
Feb. 13, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hughie
in the Central Kentucky area.
_ -buildmg and contents were totally
----Ross-on -Eetr.-14, and a girt to Mr. and
The University of Louisville is a
destroyed.
_Mrs. James Childress on Feb. 17.
natural from the historical standpoint
In high school basketball games
Seniors at all high schools in West .).
as is the University of Kentucky at LexAlmo beat Salem and Brewers beat
Kentucky will have an opportunity to
ington, but why put the black college in
scholarships at
New Concord. High team scorers were
Frankfort and another college at Rich- apply for 50 nursing
Lockhart for Almo, Maxfield for Salem,
Murray State College.
mond, just 25 miles east of Lexington?
Woods for Brewers, and Adams for
Pvt. Joe Pat Anderson,son of Mr. and
We have four Universities in a 100-mile
New Concord.
Mrs. Orville Anderson, and Pvt. James
stretch and the others in the system are
and Mrs. Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wells of Cincinscattered on the borders of the slate. Smith, son of Mr.
stationed at Camp
nati, Ohio, are the guests of his parents.
The answer of course is politics of the Smith, are now
Dr. and Mrs.0. C. Wells.
Breckenridge.
time.
The black alumni of KSU want to retain the tradition of their alma mater
and rightly so, but it is going to be
almost impossible if the federal government insists upon its numberszame.
Phyllis Farmer,and Peggy Turner won
West Kentucky civic leaders will
A student, black or white, can enroll
awards at the "Sweetheart Contest"
to discuss the possi24
Feb.
here
meet
in any state university he chooses, and
held at the event for Bundles for Britbth enactment of legislation to permit
this would seem to be a satisfactory'
taut. Mrs. C. S. Lowry was program
state to contract for TVA
the
of
cities
answer. Many students attend the
director.
power and to consider the possibility of
university or college closest to home,
Births reported this week include a
TVA to build a "highline"
persuading
many for economy and reasons of congirl to Mr. and Mrs. Hester Hugh
to Kentucky Dam in the near future, acvenience. The Jefferson County ComBrown.
cording to W. T. Sledd, Jr., president of
munity College and the University of
Will Perdue, Herbert . Perry, Sam
the Murray Young Business Men's
Louisville have the highest percentage
Christenberry. Virgil Cochran, and
Club.
KSU,
excepting
black
enrollment,
of
Festus Story will be ordained as
Deaths reported this week include
because 24 pereest of the black populadeacons of the West Fork Baptist
Mrs. Signora Horatio Duncan, 101, Mrs.
County.
Jefferson
in
tion of Kentucky is
Church on Feb./3.
Ann Darnell, 89, and F. I. Rose,
Sarah
and
These students want to stay home
82.
Harry Broach and H. E. Pentecost,
go to school.
March 15 has been designated as the
employees of the Johnson-Fain ApThe federal government doesn't like
the
deadline for persons to sign up with
pliance Company, have been attending
this and insists on equal percentages
tomato-sorghum cooperative now in the
a trade conference in Memphis, Tenn.,
throughout the higher education
embryo stage, according to W. H.
as guests of the Frigidaire Company.
system. At the same time, the governBrooks, agriculture instructor at the
Gene Dulaney, Murray, junior at
ment is saying that the universities as
School.
Training
Murray
Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
institutions must have the same opporGibson will be the speaker
Sue
Emma
Tenn., has been elected to membership
tunity. In other words. KSU must be
at Youth Week banquet to be held at the
to Sigma Delta Pi, national honorary
treated equally with the Universities of
Church.
Christian
First
Spanish fraternity.
Kentucky and Louisville. This would
The Murray Woman's Club met Feb.
weaken and destroy the entire universiAurora High School will present a
dish
covered
a
for
house
club
the
at
13
ty system.
play,"I Will I Won't" on Feb. 22 at the
luncheon in honor of Mrs. Joe Page of
suggested
column
Back in 1962 this
school.
Barlow, governor of the First District
that KSU be merged with Eastern KenSugar is listed as selling for 50 cents
Federation of Women's
Kentucky
the
of
I
tucky State University at Richmond.
for a 10 pound cloth bag in the ad for
Clubs.
got a bill introduced in the 1962
Blalock's Grocery.
Mary Anna Jenkins, Marjorie Arnett,
legislature to that effect. I knew it
would never get out of committee, but I
knew it would draw attention to the problem of little money for KSU as the
enrolled at Murray State Teachers Colstepchild.
The total rainfall in Calloway Coun:y
lege for the current semester total 279,
Everybody got busy. The black alum- from Jan. 1 to Feb. 17 has been listed at
according to a story by F. C. Pogue.
ni wanted to preserve their school. The 3.02 inches, according to H. B. Arnold,
Accommodating 109 men,the South's
educational establishment wanted to official government recorder here.
conveniently arranged dormitory
most
placate the blacks and retain the status
Deaths reported this week include
costing $135,090 was opened to men at
quo. A study was ordered and the Janette Garner, 4, the Rev. J. E.
Murray State Teachers College at the
recommendation was that KSU remain James, 50, Sherman Johnson, 38, and
beginning of the second semester.
a predominately black school. It has -John D. Williams, 79.
Marriages announced this week inmade some progress in the years since
The Murray Tobacco Market showed
clude Gertrude MeDqugal to Roy
then and can serve a very valuable a sharp decline this week over last
Lassiter and Annie Lee McDougal to
purpose by specializing in a curriculum
week's figure with the average droppBeuton Lassiter, both on Feb-. 15.
for government employees or prospec- ing from over $6 back to $5.11 for the
Births reported this week include a
tive employees.
first three days of this week.
to Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Sykes on
boy
In 20 years since 1961, the enrollment
0.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
Venable,
Keith
Feb. 18.
at KSU has about tripled and remains T. Venable of the Goshen Community of
Officers of the World's Affair Club at
the highest 1)er-student cost school in Calloway County. is the winner of the
State Teachers College include
Murray
the state.
ConEssay
James B. Haggin Memorial
Prentice Lassiter, Murray, Raymond
Let me explode one more torpedo 20 test in Lexington and received a prize of
Vaughn, Wingo, and Mrs. M. E.
years later:
.$50 in.gold. He is a student in the college
Wooldridge, Murray. Prof. W. M.
Move KSU to Jefferson County to the of agriculture at the University of Kenis sponsor.
Caudill
Campus
College
Southern
old Kentucky
tucky.
The Rev. 0. C. Wrather was speaker
that belongs to the University of
•
The state wide head camp meeting of
at the quarterly conference of the TemLouisville and move Jefferson Comple Hill Methodist Church held on Feb. •
munity College to Frankfort. Louisville the Woodsmen of theWorld of Kentuckf
will be held in Murray on March 17 and
15.
blacks can go to KSU and anyone can
Salmon, tall can, pink, is listed at 10
18, acceirding to D H. Kinchelor of
attend the community college here.
cents per can in the ad for PigglyYou save both campuses and put Madisonville, head consul of Kentucky.
Wiggly Store this week
Students from Calloway County
them to maximum we.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Feb. 21, the 52nd
day of 1981. There are 313 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb. 21, 1965, Black Muslim leader
Malcolm X was shot and killed as he
was about to speak at a rally of several
hundred followers in New York City.
On this date:
In 1795, freedom of worship was
established in France.
In 1838, Samuel Morse gave the first
public demonstration of the telegraph.
In 1911, the United States and Japan
signed a commercial treaty in
Washington.
And in 1916. the longest and bloodiest
battle eoLWorld War I began in Verdun,
France.
Ten years ago: A battalion of South
Vietnamese rangers suffered a major
defeat at the hands of communists in
Laos.
Five years ago: Former President
Richard Nixon was greeted by high officials as he arrived in Peking for a
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One year ago: Merchants in the
Afghan capital of Kabul staged a
massive protest against the Soviet occupation of their country.
Today's birthday: Tricia Nixon is 35
years old.
Thought for today: A sharp tongue is
the only edge tool that grows keener
with constant use — Washington frying.
American writer 1783-l59.(

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

The Coneys Of
Christian County
This week, I arn reprinting material
sent to me by Ernestine Bucy, of Murray, who has been researching the Colleys.
"Family tradition has it that the Colley family is of Scottish origin; a fact
that is consistent with the findings of
research. Although it was a common
practice in colonial times to drop the
"mc"in Scottish surnames,some of the
Colleys persisted in using "McColley"
into the 1800's.
"The first Colley of record in
America was Robert Collie, a young
man of twenty, who arrived on the
merchantman, Bonaventure, out of
England into Virginia, January 2, 1634.
Sketchy records reveal that there were
Colleys in Virginia between 1634 and
1776. Revolutionary War records show
at least twenty young Colley men,from
Virginia primarily, but also from the
Carolinas, fought for independence.
Whether all were descendants of the
original Colley or sons of later immigrants by the same surname is not
known at this time.
"Free *bounty lands' given to
veterans by a grateful government may
have proved the impetus for the migration of Colleys from Virginia into North
and South Carolina in the 1780's and
90's. By 1799, Colleys were in Kentucky.
"Jacob Colley, alone, on horseback,
was listed in the Livingston County tax
records in 1799 ( he paid tax on his
horse). In 1800 he was on the tax list of
Christian County, joined by William
Colley.
"By 1802 the tax records of Christian
County show Jacob Colley re'. 17701,
William Colley (17813, Andrew Colley
c. 1784. and Susannah Colley with one
minor son ( between 16-20). Tax records
further show that they held over 4,000
acres of land along Little River in
Christian now Trigg County.
"Jacob Colley, who married before
reaching Kentucky, brought his family
from Chesterfield County, South
Carolina by 1803. He had three male
children born between 1800 and 1810 and
two female children born between 1790
and 1800.
"Andrew Colley, who came from
Beaufort County, South Carolina, married Mildred Nichols December 8, 1804.
in Christian County. This union produced two male children born between 1805
and 1810 and two female children during the same period. Children of these
two families have not been traced
through the census records, but they
are no doubt included in the many
young Coneys who were in Graves
County, Marshall County, Caldwell
County, and Calloway County in the
1820-1810 period.
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"William Colley, from Chesterfield
County, South Carolina, married Ruth
Butler in 1808, in Christian County and
had one female child. After the death of
his first wife, William married Sarah
Killebrew (daughter of Kinchen
Killebrew) in 1812. It is believed that
the children of William Colley were Asa
I 1813), Isiah, William C., Happy
(Karenhappuck ),and Catharine.
"The date of death and the place of
burial for all of the early Colleys is not
known, but some information is
available.
"William Colley died in 1858 and is
buried in the Mitchell Cemetery in
Christian County, near Hopkinsville. A
notation in Cemetery Records of Northern Portion of ehristian County indicates that there are two Colley
headstones, one for Mitchell, and
'many field stones.' suggesting that
other graves were present. It is not
unreasonable to suppose that some of •
the other Colleys are buried here.
'Andrew Colley who is carried on the
census records of Christian County'
through 1820, is listed in Graves County
in 1840. He may be buried in Graves
County.
"A historian of Christian County has
said that there are 25 Revolutionary
War veterans buried in Christian County. One of them may be the husband of
Susannah Colley.
"As this group of Colleys was moving
into Christian County, John Colley,
James Colley, and William Colley — all
born in the 1780's — were listed in the
census of Livingston County. By 1810,
Caldwell County- records show Larkin
Colley, John Colley, Holloway Colley,
Samuel Colley, and James ( Jimmu I
Colley — all born in the 1790's. After
this, the records seem to indicate the
immigration was over as children of the
pioneers move into the newly added
counties of the Jackson Purchase in
1818.
"Another column will deal with Livingston and Caldwell County Colleys."
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Bible Thought
He that bath an ear, let him
bear what lb. Spirit saith unto the
ebrcbes; He that overcometh shall
Slot he burl by the second death.
Revelation 2:11.
The Holy Spirit is speaking to us
today. He speaks through hunger,
"Feed me!"; through poverty, "Help
me!"; through loneliness, "Visit
me!"
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Your Individual
Horoscope

SUNDAY
The Saving Place
MONDAYAMMMI=1.

-

Frass.es Brake

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 22, all
What kind of day will tumor• SCORPIO
rust be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 toNov. 21)
stars say, read the forecast
Entertaining at home is
given(or your birth Sign.
your best bet for fun. Indications say the social scene afARIM
fords less satisfaction_ Be
1 Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 erk4 tactful in romance
Social life should be quite SAGITTARIUS
stimulating now. Gropp aceriliCV
Nov . 22 to Dec. 21 )
tivities are favored. Don't let
.Unexpected visitors could
small problems build up in
disrupt your domestic routine
relationships
Local visits may prove to be
TAURUS
romantic Expect some good
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
news via phone.
This is a good time to make
CAPRICORN
an impression on higher-ups. (Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
A social event could lead to
You may find a good value
important business connecat an auction or while shopptions.
ing. Sidestep business negotiaGEMLNI
tions now. Make Sunday a day
( May 21 to June 201 ils9- of rest.
Travel and cultural events
AQUARIUS
are emphasized. You should ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
accept invitations to go out,
You may receive faulty adbut don't take loved ones for
vice about a financial matter.
granted.
You're charming and perCANCER
sonable now. You'll impress
(June 21 to July 221
others favorably.
Be alert for financial oppor- PISCES
tunities now. Some of you will
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
receive a gift. Try to be more
Put aside business concerns
accommodating with fanuly
and enjoy personal satisfacmembers.
tions. You'll enjoy private
LEO
moments with a loved one.
(July 23to Aug. 221
Hobbies are fun,too!
Express romantic sentirnents. Your charm and perYOU BORN TODAY have
sonality should make a fine intuition, but are
on
•
favorable impression
somewhat nervous and invenothers. Watch for minor travel tive. Well-suited for public
delays.
life, you can succeed in both
VIRGO
business and the arts. You'd
22)
Sept.
(Aug.23 to
make a fine spokesman for
expenwatch
to
have
You'll
any cause you espouse and
ditures now, but you should you can make a contribution
meet with success in creative to the general good. Don't let
projects. Socialize with co- conservatism keep you from
workers.
choosing an occupation in line
LIBRA
with your ideals. Some of the
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 fields in which you can excel
Children's affairs are happi- are acting, writing, philanly emphasized. Romance and thropy, engineering, music,
hobbies bring satisfaction, but painting, sculpture and
be protective of health and government.
diet.
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GET A
FISTFUL
OF
SAVINGS

Our.Reg 4.47

2.47
Girls' Knit
Peasant Tops
v eY,-

Save
34%

886

Our Peg 397

2.97

Balls
Malted Milk
malted mi

Whoppers'
carton 13-OZ'
candy in milk

Soft Brushed
Denim Slacks
n
Girls styles
polyester/cotton.

•14e1 vet

Toddlers'
Sizes 2-4

1110

Our Regular 3 96

TEA
ts BAGS

Early Bird T-shirt Sale For Misses
Take advantage of spring savings on polyester
tees with camped sleeves classic necklines

ante,
our moon Vol
,
••••••••••••••.*
*toff WS

r casco, Ks.
f•••••-•••••LPOOr
KNEE HS

OUNEIld SON
10,4 CONK** n•
*1•• *mum,'4
KNEE as

1.77

Cafeteria Special Photofinishing
SPECIAL
Extra Prints From
Slides, Snapshots
Extra color prints
from slides, Kodak'
instant pictures.
Polaroid' pictures,
or any regular-size
snapshots

100 Tea Bogs

.)range
cut blockpekoe/pekoe
tea 8-oz
'Net rd

Dean.)

Our 13 47-13 88

42v

1.37
9.97Sayings 3/1
Knee-high Hose
Beef Sandwich
Our
64C

Ea

'Digital
Thin 8-digit calculator
or men's quartz watch

By Abigail Van Buren

Nylon/spandex, in
regular or queen size

No-Risk Affair
Is Dangerous Gamble
DEAR ABBY: I recently met a guy at work. We liked each
other from the minute we met. He asked me to have a drink
with him after work, so I did. We found we had a lot in
common. His marriage stinks and so does mine. We both
have children and all the problems that go with them, Now
he wants me to meet him somewhere so we caii get to know
each other better.
I've never done anything like this in my life. I'm scared,
but this guy really turns me on. There are too many
complications in both our marriages to consider anything
more than just seeing each other whenever we can. But
what's the harm in an affair as long as we aren't hurting
anybody?
ON THE VERGE

3/1.14

whipped
With
potatoes and gravy
HUNTING AND FISHING
LICENSES SOLD IN MOST
SPORTING GOODS DEPT

1.37
Conditioner
Flex

& ProteHex' Balsam body 16 07
'
ex
Regular or
'Si or

SOIP in
Sporting

Goods

Dept
Our Reg 197

Our Reg 5.17

1.33Size Pro-1000- Frisbee'
0
2/1.0
3.66
Official
Runner
23x60"
Pillsbury Cake Mix

DEAR ON:There is no way two married people can
have an affair without hurting somebody. They hurt
themselves. Back off. If possible, one of you should
get a job elsewhere to minimize the temptation. And
you should both do somethiiig about deodorizing your
"stinking" marriages.

Herculon' polypropylene, with latex back
• Hercuies Reg 0.4

Choice of 3 types of
cake mix

America's favorite pastime! Fun for the whole
family at picnics, in the yard. at the beach.

•••

DEAR ABBY: I was in a store a couple of weeks ago, and
as I was walking up to the checkout counter I found a, $20.
bill on the floor. I picked it up and instead of going by the old "finders-keepers, losers-weepers" policy, I turned it in at the
serslce desk. I was asked to leave my name, address and
Wei/Acme number, and told that if nobody claimed it within
24 hours, it - would be given to -me.
Well, two days later I went to the store to inquire about it,
and the lady I gave the money to said she -thought"
someone had claimed it. Abby, how do I know it was
claimed'? And if it was, don't you think the person who
claimed it should have at least called me to thank me for
turning it in?
WONDERING

TIRE AND SERVICE SPECIALS

r
A
Alk
Out**, por, ona o•r,ce

I On Sale Now thru Saturday
1n-tank
Cleaner

Cleans anc
toilet bowl 7/
deodorizes
2 oz
1
'

'peel tvf

AU10 DePi

1.••••••11,61•••• F•••
R•0••••••••• l*noed
a.% ••••
Pr•r••• ••••••••••••
111•”•••••

P195/751114 64.88 46.88 2.22
14)
P205/75014
111711.14)

68.88 48.88 2.36

P205/751115 69.88
443.143. 2.44
11/11.1si
1,
P215/751114 69 88 51.88 2.44
14171.14)
P215/75115 70.88 Btu. 2.61
MTh I 1)

• • •

DEAR US: Even though you assume that there is no
legal responsibility, if you decide to contact the
woman because you feel a "moral" responsibility,see
a lawyer first. The decision ultimately rests with
your husband, whose generosity is commendable in view of the fact that he was not aware of any
"pregnancy," had completely forgotten about the
girl, and 10 years have passed.

MS. fall f.i.T.
MI5
P185)751113
39.88
(9178.11)
P1115/751114 59.88 41.88 2.07
1(74.14)

DEAR WONDERING: If the money had been
claimed, the claimer should have been given your
name and phone number in order to thank (and
possibly reward) you. And you should have been told
who the claimer was in case you wanted to check on
whether the $20 had been claimed.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have had a very happy
marriage for five years.
Last week, out of the blue, my husband received a letter
from an old girlfriend he had not seen or heard from in 10
years! She claimed that he had fathered her 10.year-old
child,_ who is now sick and needs help! Abby, he had
completely forgotten about this girl and he was never
informed of a "pregnancy."
Should we ignore her, or call her? We realize that he has
no legal responsibility, but it is the moral aspect we are
concerned about. We both fear that contact with this former
girlfriend might put a strain on our marriage.
What a miserable problem! What shouldwe do?
US IN FLORIDA

II ECTRICAi
SYSTEM CHECK

Our Reg 56.88

9.

Installed
With Exchange
Front End
aintenance-tree 48-month Car Battery
I
Alignment
Top or side terminals tor many cars trucks
For Many Cars Mon. Thru Sat. ,

7.88

P225/75114 73.1$ 55.88 2.63
[111111.14)
P225/751115 74.88 615.813 240
Si
(5574,0)
P235/751115
(MOM(

58.88 3.05

70 form• 1.0•10111••••1

Headlamps
Sealed Beam lower beams
or
mart
Get upper
at K
12-V Save Seams,Ea. 2.47
5.07
tO/Low
6014 Sealed SaCIMS,Ea.
6052

36.88

Economy-priced'KM Radial 225'
Steel Belted Radial Tires

'With Radial TireMileage
MOUNTING INCLUDED-NO TRADE-IN REQUIRED
• 10 1•1•106 trepod different Afi Tires Plus FE I Eoch

Cooynglrr 947 bye,'nor,. Corporation

OPEN DAILY 9-9
OPEN SUNDAY 12-6

Our 52.88-P165/80R13
Plus F.E.T.
1 73 Each

1JrnItod (Ownership Dam
Non) Warranty. Warronteed
as long as you Ovir vourtar
Details rn store

Sale Pnce

6.

Each
Installed
Heavy-duty Shock Absorbers, Installed
In sizes for many US cars light trucks

K mart' ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY
master criarp

Our nen ontentron 5 lo hove every °Overfeed Iterr, in stock on our sholves N on anlver,,1w0 den,es no, ovokoble
Purchase Ch. to any UOIOMIO**,M0*071 1111011 wa Mud,040,, CrIOCk on rowest to. 111e fnerChonoilso ion* 407,
RoOnOtV110 b• purchased of the sale puce whenever. Ov0110101•1 Or.5 4.5 yOu 0 C07,00,00•1•
,O1050n004R fonsey,
0
QUOItY ROM CO o cornparoble(eduction In odes Oto policy is lo gave 04/1 customers sottOochon reword

•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO F. 3114 LA FOLLETTE,TENN.:
The man who is forever talking about what a big man
he is with the ladies is usually doing what he does
best. Talking.

IV

All fair

THE SAVING PLACE

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky:,
Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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LAKELAND OUTDOORS

Check Chart For State Record Fish
Kentucky Record Fishes
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Ni jot..,
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Before you fillet that lunker
you're going to catch this spring, compare its weight to
those listed on the next page you just might have a new
state record! If the weight is
close to the existing record,
get the fish weighed on a certified scale as soon as possible
and have the weighing
witnessed and verified as
described in the sample application printed here. Use
this form to register your fish.
or get in touch with the
nearest conservation officer
or other employee of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources with information about your catch.
One Kentucky record the
sinallmouth bass is also a
world record, and another
state record is actually three
pounds heavier than the world
record. But since J. E.
Copeland dropped his rod and
reel and handlined his 100pound blue catfish aboard as
is customary with those who
fish for these monsters below
Kentucky Dam. the catch
was disqualified as a world's
record.
A former state record is still
a world's record — if that
makes any sense. Walter Lilly
caught a 45'2-pound rockfish
in Lake Cumberland in April,_;
1978— on six-pound test line —
a world record for that line
clas,. according to The National Fresh Water Fishing
Hall of Fame. But last
November, Lilly's state
record was topped by the current 47-pound rockfish from
the same section. of
Cumberland This 47-pounder
was taken on 14-pound test line
— no small accomplishment
but no line . class record,
either.
About all you'll get for your
state record is your name on
the list — there are no prizes
for catching a state record.
But it is nice to know that your
fish is the biggest, so keep
your lucky hat cocked just so
and your hooks sharp — and
the next time a list like this is
published, we hope your name
is on it.
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"Jody, pass me that plate of
legs," my father Joe Bourne
said to my brother, Joe Jr.
-And I'll take a little more
gravy, too," he added, and
some biscuits."
Our dinner table looked like
a war zone, and we were the
casualties. My mother had
cooked up an old time quail
supper: fried and baked quail
mashed potato, boiled corn,
green beans, boiled okra, sliced cucumbers, stewed
tomatoes and those soft, flat
biscuits that dripped with butter and a neighbor's "home
grown" honey.
Daddy was the last combatant, and the "legs" he'd requested were the remnants of
the 14 quail. The rest of the
clan watched in' stuffed
misery as he picked meat off
the last little bones.
Quail feasts such as this are
11 takes quail fields and quail dogs to c•Ilisct the flzin's for a traditional email dinner.
a tradition* in the Bourne
Doug Bourn* moves in on his pointer Blackle for the flush.
household, but like many
(Plyeteby mode Boerne)
traditions, this one has
become an endangered specie. tough," Doug wanred. "Birds
Across a soybean field we covey was located in a thicket
Not because the appetites are spooky op a day like this, marched, dogs running ahead next to a beanfield, and a
aren't willing, but because the and it'll be hard for the dogs to and checking the woods line fourth flushed ahead of the
main course is getting harder pinpoint them. And it'll be and gullies with thickets. We dogs in a woods. We had birds
to come by.
some tough walking in those crossed an old road and scattered all over the farm,
Down in Tennessee where I soggy fields." He sounded started up a blacktop and we never knew which
grew up, the Bourne name almost ready to cancel out.
lespedeza field. "Whoa!" singles came from which
was almost synonymous with
"But I've got to get a story," Doug called as one of the covey.
quail hunting. My great- I persuaded.
All said and done, we colpointers stretched out into a
grandfathers and grandlected enough quail for the
"And I might not get to hunt point.
fathers were bird dog men. quail again for five years,"
Doug, Philip and Joe lined aforementioned dinner. It was
And the first hunting
my brother chimed in. up to flush the covey, but the a sloppy hunt in terms of
inernortgagi•have are of riding
Together we ganged up on dog eased forward. "Those weather and mud on boots,
my father's shoulders through Doug to keep the hunt alive.
birds are running," Doug said, and three miles of hard walkthe quail fields. He'd put me
And it was a good thing. We and we moved ahead. The dog ing took their toll on sore
down when the coveys were turned two pointers and a set- pointed again, and a single muscles.
pointed or singles were scat- ter loose on Philip's farm, and came up wild. Joe leveled on
I guess that's why I slept so
tered.
we hand't walked ten minutes it, and when he shot the rest of well that night. That and all
But my brother and I grew
when a bird flushed wild. a large covey flushed just out those biscuits and quail and
up and moved away. Those Philip swung on it with his of range.
gravy. And let's not leave out
magnificient setters grew old Browning and fired, and the
We hunted and shot several the satisfaction that the tradiand eventually died. Most of cock bird fell in a puff of of those singles. Then we tion was intact, that the
Daddy's favorite hunting feathers. "Dead bird! Hunt found another covey, with Bournes were still quail
spots were turned into subdivi- dead," Doug commanded,and Doug's big pointer Frank lock- hunters and quail eaters. That
sions, and by retirement time the setter made a clean ed solidly on them in a night I saw feathers in my
his interests were more in retrieve.
honeysuckle thicket. A third dreams.
tune with cattle farming and
wood splitting than,intrying to
break new dogs.
But my Uncle Doug carried
on, and today he still maintains a kennal and a brace
each of setters and pointers. It
was to him we turned when the
family recently was reunited.
"Sure, we'll go quail hunting
Several good strings of crap- shuttles of the levelwind rod tip touches the water, set
if you can find us a place,"
casting reel once I find fish.
the hook, it is most likely a
Doug said. He normally hunts pie'have been taken this week
While lowering the line, strike.
at Fort Campbell off from the Blood River area.
regardless
of
the
depth
gaugstill
down
The fish are
You may have several
horseback, but we had neither
ing method used, maintain strikes before you actually_
the time nor the horseflesh to around the 18-20 foot level due
some
pressure
on
the spool.
water
hook a fish and learn the proarrange such an outing. We to the frigid
Many fishermen like to staFt per feel, but don't get
temperature and will proneeded a spot closer to home.
"I'm sure I know a place bably remain there for several working a lure three to five discouraged it's really a lot of
feet below the fish.
fun.
where the quail haven't been days to come.
They lift the rod tip bringing
We will have to get some
This weekend really looks
shot into all year," I said, "a
the lure to the fish and then by good too so get out in the fresh
farm where an afternoon of warmer water from the south
walking should be enough to or a lot of sunshine to have any letting it fall or flutter air and catch a few.
downward,to trigger a strike.
major change.
Happy Fishing!
get a mess for supper."
Most all strikes occur as the
Last week I had some inforI called Philip Sumner, my
lure is falling, so it is very imduck hunting partner. He's in mation on vertical jigging for
the same shape quail-wise big striped bass and I would portant to avoid slack line.
that we are. He's hunted them like to add a little More that Successful vertical jiggers
all his life, mainly with his earA7frlude crappie and black learn to "feel" the lure back
down With - just enough line
grandfather, who was a bass either in cold or hot
pressure to maintain lure contrainer of fine bird dogs. But water.
After locating the fish, the tact. The best way to learn is
now his grandfather is gone,
to "follow" the lure back crown
as are the dogs. Philip is left jigging process is relatively
with the rod tip, watching the
with a farm full of quail and no simple. Depending on the
schools location, the spoon or line. If it goes slack before the
way to harvest them.
"Boy, you're speaking my jig should be free-spooled to
language," he said when I the bottom or "counted-down"
called. "You just name the to the desired depth. Obviousuntil spring to get your boat
ly, depthfinders are essential
time."
and motor in shape? Contact Bob Strode, former
jigging
vertical
consistent
to
And so it was arranged.
servic• manager of Mack Mack, year authorized
Philip, Doug and Brother Joe results.
Mercury & MerCruiser Service Dealer.
easily
is
"Counting-down"
would do the shooting. I'd
follow with the camera and accomplished by marking the
rod with bright tape at either
record the action on film.
But the day we picked dawn- one or two foot lenghts, then
ed in a downpour, the one lowering the lure by measured
Located 0,1(1 U S 68 33 80 Of the west end of Aurora it
which preceeded last week's strips. With a bow mounted
cold blast. Toward noon the transducer it's often possible
Hours: Mon.-Sot. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
rain slacked up, but the wind to watch the lure fall, and then
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
at
an
exact
depyou
can
stop
it
was blowing at 15 mph from
Au
Ky.
502-474-2284
th.
the south, providing far from
thyself,
Like
Some
anglers,
the best scenting conditions.
gauge depth by counting the
"Things are gonna be
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Ralph, left, and Ricky Crouch, from the Coldwater community, show their days catch of
1 1 1 crappie. Th• pair brought these crappie by Murray Bait Co. Tuesday Feb. 17, with the
two largest weighing in at two pounds two ounces and two pounds four ounces. Ricky said
the day before they took 120 crappie
Pbote by Mary INIrrear
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There were
I people in Nashville, Tenn., Saturday Feb. 14 for the Great Lakes of
the South Outdoor Show. Several booths were set up for the peopl• to look over the new
products and think about the spring fishing season which is lust around the corner.
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The Boone and Crockett
Club assumed sole responsibility for maintaining the
trophy records for North
American big game January
1, according to the Wildlife,
Management Institute.
Since 1973, Boone and
Crockett has been sharing
responsibility for the program
with the National Rifle
Association, which handled
the everyday administration
of the program.
The decision to terminate
the cosponsoring agreement
and for the Club to assume full
responsibility for the recordskeeping program was reached
after careful evaluation of the
objectives and essential
priorities of both organizations, which have pledged
mutual full cooperation for the
future of their respective
endeavors.
The last edition of the
records book, NORTH
AMERICAN BIG GAME, was
published as a joint project in
1977. The next edition is expected in 1981 and will be
published by the Boone and
Crockett Club. It will include
trophy entries accepted during the 17th awards _ entry
period (1977-79) and previous-

ly published trophies of the
1977 edition. There will be
shown a dozen new world's
records and significant
changes in ranking within
categories reflecting the inclusion of nearly 600 additional
entries not published in the
last edition.
In assessing the turnover of
responsibility, NRA Executive Vice-President Harlon
B. Carter said,"the Boone and
Crockett Club will continue tii
have the full support of the 7\
tional Rifle Association in
vital efforts to promote the
cause of quality hunting and
wildlife conservation."
Jack S. Parker, President of
the Boone and Crockett Club.
said,"I am sure that NRA and
Boone and Crockett will continue to work together on
issues of mutual concern in
the field of the hunter and conservationist."
All correspondence concerning trophy record-keeping,
scoring materials, trophy entry and related matters for the
past or present programs
should be directed to the
Boone and Crockett Club, 205
S. Patrick Street, Alexandria,
Virginia 22314. Telephone 703548-7727

Lowrance Unveils New
High Power Sonar Graph
TULSA,OK. — It has all the
quality that fishermen the
world over have come to expect with the Lowrance name.
Yet, it's economical. This
you also expect from the firm
which pioneered the use of
sonar in sport fishing more
than 23 years ago.
The product is the new 1.RG1500, a straight-line recorder
graph which does it all. Some
of its features include:
— Four depth scales, including 0-60 feet in both low
( 200 watts) and high 900
wattsj power. The low setting
gives you exactly the recording desired in extremely
shallow water. Other scales
are 0-120 feet and 0-360 feet,
both with high power.
— It's top power of a whopping 900 watts output is the
highest for any similar instrument in the industry.
Super for maximum sensitivity, and excellent for highspeed
operation.
— Perfect recordings and
fish finding abilities at speeds

Many fishermen ha v•
begun to fish the ridges and
dropeffs en Kentucky and

Barkley Lakes, as shown in
the left photo, these beats are
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Warning: Cold Water Kills

from trolling to more than 65
miles per hour.
— A patented Grayline
feature, which helps define
bottom and separate fish from
the bottom and other structure
and objects.
— Unequaled resolution,
the ability to show you individual fish only six inches
apart, or at similar distances
from the bottom, ledges or
other underwater objects.
— A variable-speed paper
drive provides recordings
which are easy to read,
distortion-free, and even show
thermoclines on a permanent
paper record.
— A chart light is provided
for easy nighttime readability.
The list for the new unit goes
on and on. You can see them
all for yourself at your nearest
sporting goods or marine
dealer. If you'd like additional
information,
contact
Lowrance Electronics, Inc.,
12000 E. Skelly Drive, Oulsa.
OK. 74128.

Although
the
air
temperatqres have increased
somewhat over the past few
weeks, the water temperature
still remains in the low 40's.
Early season fishermen on the
water should remember that a
boating accident that causes
the body to be immersed in
cold water could end tragically. We have all heard about
hypothermia, which simply
means
subnormal
temperatures within the central body. After the human
body is immersed it may take
15 to 20 minutes before the
temperature of the heart and
brain begin to drop. When the
body temperature drops to only 90 degrees unconsiousness
may occur. When the body
core temperature reaches 85
degrees the heart usually fails
and then the tragic end. death.
Wearing a personal floata
Lion device, PFD. will be
definite advantage. For example when the water
temperature is 50 degrees, a

person not wearing a PFD
might survive as long as two
hours, depending on other conditions, while a person wearing a PFD might expect to survive as long as four hours, if
they know What Lb do.
- Our lakes are not as crowded as they will be later on. so
fishermen should plan on little
help in case of a boating acci-

dent.
It doesn't take a very cold
water temperature to cause
hypothermia so remember,
respect the water and wear
that coast guard approved life
jacket. If you need help selecting the proper life jacket go to
one of your local sporting
goods stores and they will be
glad to help you.,

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
UINE GM PAR S

1979 OLDS DELTA II
4 door. power windows, power door locks, power
steering, power brakes, cruise, AM-FM stereo, air
conditioning, cranberry w.white roof, white vinyl interior. app. 33xxx
Only $5477.00

d6)

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.

Line Care
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fishing in water about •ight
to 25 feet Tin results art as
shown in top photo, these are
only a few of the kinds of
— strings of crappie being
+R
.
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753-2617

641 South, Murray
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During the outdoor and boat show hold In Nashville, Tenn., Saturday Feb. 14
booths wire set up to display the new products for the new season Robert Lowe Jr.,
Aurora, left, talks to Fussy Lambert, a pro staff representative for Lowrance Locators

of

FINN. by Mary Barr•ar.

A damaged line is going to
cost you more lures, ( and
more fish!) than all rod and
reel problems combined.
Fishing line, just like any
other piece of equipment,
needs a little preventive
maintenance to keep it performing well. Let's look at some
of the factors affecting your
line.
1. Nylon monofilament is
subject to damage from sustained exposure to heat and
direct sunlight. So, store-your
spools of line in a cool, dark'
place.
2. Certain chemicals, uke
gas and oil, can weaken nylon.
It's a good idea to rinse off
your spool after a day's
fishing.
3. If you experience unexplained line breakage, check
your rod guides and reel parts.
If there's a rough spot, you'll

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

410 N. 4th
753-8364-753-6719

find it quickly by running a
piece of nylon hosiery through
your guides and over your
reel.
4. Rocks, trees and logs will
affect your line after repeated
contact. Check frequently for
scrapes and nicks.
5. Most fish have teeth ifif
some kind. After each fish,
check your line for nicks.
What it all boils down to is
this: check your line frequently. If you locate damage,
determine the source and correct it.
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Whittlin'down
hot water use
Of every dollar you spend
for electricity, about 20 cents
goes for electric water heating
costs.

Show me a home where the
buffalo roam and I'll show you
rugs with a deep pile!

Here's how to cut your hot
water use and whittle some

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of Ile Wirral ledger I Imes by
5 30 p m Monday Friday or by
3 30 p m Saturdays are urged
to coil 15119111 between 530 o
owl epa. Nunot Niro* fritka 011
330,111114140• Sabrdati
A circulation deportment em-

ployee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspoper Calls must
be Dior ed byfpu weekdays or
I pa. Soturdoys to guorontee

delivety
The regulor business office
hours of Tle Murray later I wos.
ore lam I S Oil. Monday
through Friday and II a• is HO.
Saturdays

••••
--444•4,

)V AiAII API

CSENIRAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

,10

2
3
4.
5

kilowatthours off each
electric bill.
1. Set the water heater's
thermostat no higher than
140 degrees.
Repair leaky faucets.
Run full loads in the clothes washer and
dishwasher.
Take brief showers instead of deep tub baths.
Be sure to turn faucets completely off after use.

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312
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Tigers End 2-Game Losing Streak, 85-74

Another Tough Road Game
Brings Out Best In Murray
-

By STEVE BECKER
Sports Writer
1lOPKINSV ILLE, Ky.. -Once again, playing a tough
opponent on the road has
brought out the best in Murray The Tigers ended a twogame losing streak at the expense of Christian County. 13574, last night
Murray has racked up eight
of its 13 wins this season while
playing in hostile gyms. The
Tigers have beaten teams like
Mayfield. Henderson County
and McLean County when
traveling to those schools.
"We seem to play extra
hard on the road," Murray
coach Cary Miller said.
-When we get a team that we
think we should beat, it makes
the kids play harder. The last
t oo losses have gotten us mentally tougher. We were ready

to play this game.After losing their passing
touch in the losses to St. Mary
and Mayfield, the Tigers
rediscovered the commodity
that makes them tick. Murray
had 22 assists as they defeated
a Colonel teani that has beaten
state-ranked Hopkinsville and
Union County this season.
With guards Howie Crittenden, Todd Bradshaw and
Gary Sims finding the open
man, Murray was able to
place five players in double
figures.
"I think that's the first time
we have done that all season,"
Miller said of the scoring.
"That's what happens when
you help each other out and
are unselfish.
"We had a lot of assists. We
did a good job of getting the
ball inside when they were

MSU Track Team
Wins Final Meet
Before OVC
CHARLESTON, Ill. - The
Murray State indoor track
team won a three-team meet
esterday as it finished with 75
points to 63 for Eastern Illinois
and 13 for Illinois State.
The Racers took nine first
pla-ce finishes as they
prepared for the Ohio Valley
Conference indoor meet in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. next
week.
"I did not really expect us to
do this
MSU coach Bill
Cornell said. "We really used
it as a tuneup for the OVC indoor meet."
The MSU individual results
are as follows:

Shot Put
Andy Vince 1st , 16 16:
Stan Suninuns 2nd , 16 07
Mile Run - Eddie Wedderburn ist r 40419. Richard Charleston bid • 4:09.4
60-Yard Dash - Alfred Brown , 2nd
6.21
Long Jwnp Everton t.nrnelius 2nd
7 08; Brown iird ii 66. .
High Juinp Ernie Patterson 1st ell): Tim Spice ,4tho 6-6
Pole Vault - MornsSmith , lot 115-4
880 Yard fiun - Jeff Stipp 1st 11 56.4
600 Yard Han - Elvis horde 1st
1 11.97
300 Yard Dash - Brown ,2.nd 1 31.18:
Tony Smith 3rdil : 50.
1.000 Yard Run
David Warren 'tnt
1 1.1.96: Eddie Wedderburn .3rd
116
Triple Jump
Ekon Small 1st , 14 3,
Iou Pace 2nd, 1426: Duse-Sniall 3rd
14 08
Three-Mile Itun - Chris Buns an • 2nil
14:02.6.
Mile Hetes
Lot Brion.
ciir •
nelius Ford,- .1 24.4

playinf; as 100,Ne When thl.)
closed that off, so chit the shots
from the outside that we needed."
Murray endured a sluggish
start,connecting on only three
of 12 shots from the floor, to
trail its hosts, 18-11, at the end
of the first period.
Somewhat confused in their
defensive patterns, the Tigers
lost an early 6-0 lead to the
run-and-gun Colonels. Several
Christian County lay ups were
spawned from Murray defensive mistakes.
"We did not concentrate on
our assignments early in the
game," Miller said."We were
not getting back on defense.
They were beating us down
the floor."
After a couple of timeouts,
and some rather vocal encouragement from the bench,
the Tigers began to get their
defense together.
The Murray press bothered
Christian County,enabling the
Tigers to get several layups on
the transition.
As the baffled Colonels stood
by almost helplessly, Murray
went on to outscore them. 2612, in the second period. The
burst sent Murray into a 37-30
halftime edge.
"We started our press to get
us moving," Miller explained.
"We were standing around, so
we put the press in. We did a
good job of changing our
defenses. We changed our
half-court press several times
and it confused them."
The
Tigers
nearly
eliminated Christian County's
inside game. holding all-state
candidate Tim Evans to just
six points through the first
three periods.
One player Murray had
trouble with was guard Reggie
Dooley. The stocky Colonel led
all scorers with 22 points, most
of them coming from the distant reaches of the court.

to,
anted to i vri
shoot from the outside:'
Miller said. -We felt we could
match up inside with Evans by
having people help out.
-Dooley played a fine gaiiie.
He hit real well from the outside but it is hard for just one
man to beat you."
Led by Dooley's outside
shooting, Christian County
made several runs at Murray.
Two free throws by guard
David Joiner inched the Colonels into their final lead of
the evening, 46-45, at the 3:59
mark of the third period.
With Crittenden driving the
lane whenever he had the
chance and Robin Roberts
putting errant shots back in by
the handful, Murray reassumed the lead, 56-50, at the
quarter break.
Christian County pulled to
within two, 56-54, at the outset
of the final quarter, but six
straight points by reserve
guard David McMillen broke
the Colonel's hearts.
After McMillen's heroics.
the Tigers used the free throw
line to build leads of up to 13
points during the remainder of
the game. Murray hit 11 of 15
free throws in the quarter, and
19 of 29 for the game,to ice the
contest.
-We went with our quick
lineup in the -second half,"
Miller said. "We had three
guards in there for most of
that time. Crittenden had an
excellent shooting night and
McMillen gave us a big lift
when we needed it.
"When we have Gary Sims
in there, it gives us an 'added
dimension. He is so quick. Any
one of our four guards can do
the job for us."
Crittenden led the Tigers
with 21 points. The senior
guard also pulled down eight
rebounds to pace Murray in
that department.
Roberts added 16 points,

Seniors TO Make Final Appearance At Racer Arena

Jimmy West 15 points, and
Sims and Todd Bradshaw added 13 and 10 points respectively .
The Tigers carry a 13-8
record into Tuesday night's
home encounter against Farmington.
Marra, High gaSi — Gars Sims 4.Z-4
10 1isk1 Bradshaw 4 5-6 13. HUM le Crittenden 8 5. 21. Robin Roberts 7 2.4 Hi
II. Stuart Alrixander I
Jinum West 6
0-0 2: David McMillen :1 2-4 8: Al Viells 0
0.04.3:1 19-2985
Musty
— Tun Evans 8
cbria
2-5 IC Doug Gott 1 0-0 2. Bernard
Cirmws 43-3 II. Das id Joiner 4 2-2 10;
Reggie Doules 102'3 22, Chris Hart Oil
1. Phillip Brown 1 4-46. Chris Britton 2 004 30 14-21 74
11 5 19 29 - 15
Maras High
Christian Counts
18 12 20 24 - 74

The Murray junior varsity
lost an overtime heartbreaker
to Christian County. 51-49, in
last night's first game.
The Tigers held a 33-31 lead
heading into the final period,
but it took a jumper by Murray's Ted Duffy in the closing
seconds of regulation time to
force the extra period.
The Colonels scored the first
four points of the overtime to
take a lead that they would not
relinquish.
David McMillen retaliated
with a couple of quick baskets
but, when he picked up his
fifth foul midway through the
overtime, the Tigers lost their
leading scorer.
Ronnie Pace's tipin with two
seconds left brought. Murray
within 5149 and Christian
County successfully inbounded the ball to take the game.
McMillen led all secir&s
with 18 points. Pace added 12
points and David McCwston
eight as the Tiger record slid
to 10-7 for the year.
Marra) High 1431 — John Billington
041 O. I Vivid McMillen 9 0-0 IL 14is
Mct•uistun 12.35. Ronnie Pace 5 .'
1.01 Doff, 1 0-0 '2: Stuart Alesandc,
,-Derren 1-160 2 059,944 Christian County 4Slo — Britton j 2-2
0. Given 00418; Hopkins] 1-12 Hail 3036: Allen 4'2-3 In: Whitlock 3 2-66: Hart
ii•i 12. Pisil3 0-06. I913-I2 51
Vlurras High
. 10 15 0 0 8 -I'
Christian County . 8 10 13 Inlii 2,1

By Th.

MSU Ends Regular Seasons At Home Tonight
i ID
one learn having
assured itself of a postseason
future and the other playing
f-r the chance to end its

season on a strong note, the
Murray State men's and
women's basketball teams
close their home schedules

tonight.
The MSU men face their
final regular season Ohio
Valley Conference opponent at

7.30 p.m. as they attempt to
avenge a 65-59 loss at Akron
earlier in the year. Meanwhile, the Lady Racers meet
Memphis State in a 5:15 p.m.
preliminary.
The two games also mark
the final home appearances
for the seniors on each team.

Murray Supply Company &
"Delta" Faucet Company
Announce The Arrival Of
The New 1981 Delta Faucets

GETT
Tebbei
Oak. K

Center Michael Bates and
guard Jerry Smith will be appearing for the last time for
the men while the women's
guard tandem of Laura Lynn
and Janice McCracken make

their last starting appearance.
For the men, a win would
guarantee sole possession of
second place in the final OVC
standings and would enhance
their chances of getting a
postseason tournament bid.
The Racers will have to slew
down senior guard Wendell
Bates and freshman guard Joe
Jakubick, who is the top
freshman scorer in the conference. The Akron pair is
averaging 14.4 and 13.9 points
a game,respectively.

ONE OF FIVE IN DOUBLE FIGURES - Murray guard Gary
Sims (23) goes up for a shot in front of the basket in the
Tigers' 85-74 win at Christian County last night. Sims
finished the game with 10 points.
Staff Photo Bs Steve Bede,

Akron, which 14 5-8 in OVC
games, is coming off a 77-71
win over Tennessee Tech
Thursday night.
The Memphis State
women's team, 20-9 for the
season, will be led by Kim
Duppins, who is averagine
16.4 points a game, and includes sophomore guard Jam,:
Washer, a former player or I
the Murray girls team.
Memphis State defeated im
tionally ranked South
Carolina, 76-73, in its las
game.

GO

EASI
ON
NERGY

Come By Our Store
February 26th To Look
Over This New Line Of Delta
Faucets. A Factory Rep Will Be
Available From 7-11 To Answer
Any Questions You Might Have.
FREE COFFEE 8, DONUTS
—ALSO—
If You're The Fastest To Install A Delta Drain
At Our Counter, You'll Win $50.00

First, you save money on your electric bill When you use
electricity wisely, you eliminate waste and that almost always
means a decrease in kilowatthours used.
Secondly, your conservation enables us to use existing
distribution facilities more efficiently, postponing the installa.
ion of new, more expensive equipment
Thirdly. it reduces the overall amount of power TVA must
produce,enabling it to operate more from the cheaper sources.
Go easy on energy It helps in many ways, beginning with
your budget

8, A Chance At $500.00.
So Come On Out And Beat The Clock

Murray Supply
208 E. Main
Co.
FINAL HOMECOURT APPEARANCE - MSU center Michael Bates(40)and guard Perry
Smith (23) play their last.game at Racer Arena as the Racers host Akron in their final
regular season OVC contest.

TVA
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray Mayfield

153-5012
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Lakers Helpless Against 69 Percent Shooting

Calloway's Streak Stopped By Lone Oak
By DAVID BIBB TITS
Sports Editor
All Calloway County could
do last night was throw up its
hands as Lone Oak ran a crisp
offense to the tune of 69 percent from the field and a 70-52
win over the takers.
Although the Lakers did
make a few brief spurts at
Lone Oak behind a sticky
I ullcourt press and some aggressive offense by guards
Dan Key and Craig Darnell,
the Purple Flash was able to
take away practically the rest
of the takers'game.
"Lone Oak played well and
beat us in every phase of the
game," Calloway County
coach Chic Nute said. "I
thought our defense looked
good in the first quarter until
they started hitting.
We stood around on offense
and did not play with much
emotion. I guess we had to expect it f a letdown sooner or
later."
Calloway, whose record is
now 9-13, had won five straight
games before last night's set-

back
The Lakers appeared to be
on their way to their sixth
straight several times in the
first quarter and even made a
strong rush at. the end of thk'
first half and the start of the
second to close a large gap.
Calloway started off by
feeding Lovett on the baseline
for a quick 4-0 lead. But lone
Oak guard Andy
thi
joined his backcourt partner.
Wes Hagan, as the game's
leading scorers with 20 points
apiece,fired in two jumpers to
get the Purple Flash rolling on
its tear.
A theee-point play by
Calloway forward Jeff Garrison brought the Lakers back
first from an 8-1 deficit into a
9-8 edge, and even when Key
banked in a 20-footer at the
first quarter buzzer to make
the score 16-15, the momentum did not switch.
It was in the second quarter,
however, that Darnell came
off the bench and almost
brought the Lakers back
single-handedly

After Gilland and Hagall
had burned the nets for six and
eight of Lone Oak's 18 second
quarter points as the Purple
Flash went eight-for-nine
from the field, Darnell appeared to have turned it
around once again at the end
of the half.
- As Lone Oak brought the
ball upcourt nursing its 34-22
lead and lookinu for the last
shot with 30 seconds left.
Darnell kept an eagle eye on
the ball handler.
With six seconds left in the
half, he completed a threepoint after he had Lipped the
ball away and was fouled as he
drove for the layup.
Then, as Lone Oak tried to
beat the Calloway. press.
Darnell came darting across
to pick off another pass and go
in for a layup uncontested at
the buzzer.
The Lakers then brought the
deficit to just four points when
Darnell fired in a tough bank
over a pair of defenders.
But then the game turned
around for the last time. ac-

cording to Note
With Lune Oak clinging to a
36-30 lead, the Lakers had
several chances to cut the lead
but failing on each trip
downcourt.
"That was definitely the turning point," Nutt said -It
broke our back
With the Purple Flash packed into a zone defense to shut
down the Lakers' inside game.
Calloway was able to pick up
only 14 rebounds to the winners' 25.
The Lakers will be facing
Paducah St. Mary Monday in
their final home game of the
season.
(.
is 12 14 13- Si
Lone C.Fak
16 18 19311-77
Calleitia)(gusty 'S31 - Dan key 66-6
12; Keith Lovett 41-36; Jeff Garroon 2579, Brad Miller 10.02. Craig Darnell 4 23 10. Bryan Tebbetts 2 90 4. Marty McCuiston 20-0 1. Jeff Butterworth 090 0;
Don Hargrove 0 0-0 0. Daniell Tharpe 0
1-2 1. Barry Albritton 0 oe o Kicky
Houston 1 0-1 2 Totals 22 916 53
Lone Oat 1721 - Kevin Wheatley 11-2
;. Jeff Reed 3 2-2 1; Joel Dreher 43.311.
Andy G Wand 8 4-4 211, Wes Hagan 11 4-5
20. Clifford Clark 211-1 4. Tim Hayden 1
9-6 2 Kevin Shannon 0 00 0; Mike
Presley 11 tuti 0, Tony Snelling 6 0-0 a
John 1),,,
.11 , I I. .41,1 n 0-00
.
Total

After settling down from
some early tightness and a
fast pace. the Calloway County junior varsity pulled away
from Lone Oak by a 49-33
score.
The first quarter had gone
at a whirlwind clip, with the
score ending 19-17 in favor of'
the Lakers.
But after Calloway 's lead
was cut from 30-23 to 30-28 early in the third quarter, the
Laker offense settled down
and held the Flash to five
points the rest of the way.
"We started playing well in
the second half," Calloway.
coach Jmuny Nix said. -We
had had a tough game at Murra
al and were tired in the first
half.
"In the second game, we
relaxed."
',741
.,...
liotir
oi
al

19 9 417 - 49 .

CB.-ó.5 Carty 4461 I7 Jeff
b 5 1:11tte.'3
rBryan Tebbetta 5 0-0 10; Barry Albritton
l
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2-2 8. Don
11 It'Rob
HargrovrAnderwn
l 04 2; 047
Darn
Tharpe3349, Monty Ray 141-i 2
Loge 0•6 1331 - Presley 20-0 4. Shan-27
5 1-7 1 1 MallIng 3 049 12, Davis 20-I
1 . Ellington 0 1..
110,
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Town And Country Show
Closed Before Opening

GETTING HOT BRIEFLY - Calloway County guard Dan Key (23) and center Bryan
Tebbetts (51) are shown going up for a couple of baskets in the takers loss to Lone
Oak. Key finished the game with 12 points and Tebbetts with four.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
TRACK
SAN DIEGO
AP , - Ireland's
Eamonn Coghlan shattered his world indoor note record by two full seconds with
a 3 506 cloclung in the Jack-inthe-Box
Invitational track meet at the San Diego
Sports Arena
After trailing Steve Scott in the latter
stages. Coghlan took the lead with two
laps remaining and pulled away to his
new record
• ,Scott with an all-time American best
of 3 51 8, f mishedsecond Scott's clocking was nearly a full second better than
Coghlan's previous world best of 3:52 6
John Walker of New Zealand was third
at 3 528. the fourthfastest indoor mile of
all time.
In the same meet, James Sanford
equaled the world indoor best for the 50meter dash with a time of 5.63 seconds
Sanford, tied the eight-yearold mark
held by East Germany's Manfred Kokot
in handing Stanley Floyd, who was
clocked in 563. his first loss of the indoor
season in a photo finish
FORT WORTH, Texas I AP - Carl
Lewis. a sophomore from the Uroversity
of.Houston, set the world indoor record
for the long Jump with a leap of 27 feet.
109
.inches at the Southwest Conference
Indoor Track and Field Championships
Lewis broke the standard of 27-6 set
last year by Larry Myricks
TENNIS
SYDNEY. Australia 1AP - Bjorn
Borg defeated John McEnroe 6-2, 6-4 to
clinch the Benson and Hedges
Challenge
Borg had whipped MiEnroe 6-0, 6-4 in
the opener of the three-match series the

day before
IA QUINTA, Calif. •API - Jimmy
Connors overwhelmed Pat DuPre 6-1,6-1
in a quarterfinal singles match at the
8175,000 G rand Marnier-ATP Games.
In other matches. Ehot Teltscher
eliminated
Tomas Smid
of
Czechoslovakia, 7-6 7,6: Ivan lend! of
Czechoslovakia scored a 7-6, 6-1 triumph
over Roscoe Tanner; and Harold
Solomon rallied for a 36. 6-1, 7-6 victory
over Brian Gottfried.
GOLF
LOS ANGELES AP - Miller Barber
fired a second-round 67 for a 133 total
and a onestroke lead in the 8300,000 Glen
Campbell Los Angeles Open.
Gil Morgan shot a 69. good for second
place with a 134 total. Jack Nicklaus shot
a 70 for 141
SARASOTA, Fla I AP - Amy Alcott
carded a 67 to tie Ayako Akamoto and
Sandra Post for the second-round lead at
13810 the 8150,000 Bent Tree Classic
Jo Anne Carver shot a 7110 total 1392
one stroke back. Jo Ann Washam had a
71 to place next with 141.
MANILA,Philippines r API- Graham
Marsh of Australia fired a 1-under-par 68
and lied Tom Sierkrnan for _the lead at
142 after 36 holes in the 51511,000 Philippine Open
Brian Barnes of Scotland shot a 69 to
tie the Taiwanese brothers Chen Tzeming and Chen Tze-chung at 113.
SKIING
STONEHAM, Que I AP, - Peter
Monad won the Canadian senior men's
giant slalom ski title for the third year in
a row vath ra combined tune of tsvo
minutes, 22.38 seconds
Monad edged Scott Hutcheson. who

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST
Question No. 5

You should always
file the same tax form
the IRS sends you
in the mail.
E True E False
Your financial circumstances change from year
to year. The form you used last year might
not be the right form this year. H&R Block can help
you determine which is the best form to use
The answer is FALSE, since the IRS can't know
of tax related changes which might have
occurred in your situation last year.
WE'LL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU

H&R BLOCK
4fr

TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia
Open 9 is.m.8 pen. Weakdays
9 Bro.-5 p.m. Sat
Phone 753-9204

1111/111111

Arse r

By The Associated Press
Friday Games
• Boys
Allen Cent. 66. Lawrence Co 32
Allen Co. 68, Franklin-Simpson 48
Anderson Co. 90, Henry Co. 43
Ashland 96, Harrison Co. 74
Bardstown 79, Nelson Co.60
Bath Cu 38, Fleming Co. 36
Bell Co 52, Whitley Co 50
Bellevue 65, Covington Holy ('rosy 54
Berea 61. Jackson Co.60
Bowling Green 82,Edinonson Co 64
Boyle Co. 58.Garrard Co. 51
Breathitt Co. 113, Powell Co. 54
Breclimridge Co 61. Ohio Co. 44
Bremen 62, Owensboro Cath 90'
Bullitt Cent, 55. Tnrnble Co 53
Burnside 92,Oneida Baptist 66
Caldwell Co. 69, Marshall Co. 58
Carlisle Co.66, Heath 57
Casey Co. M.Somerset 49
Cawood 75, Evarts 74
Central City 78, Daviess Co. 76
Clark Co 65, Bracken Co 36
(lay Co. 91. Lynch 55
Covington Catholic 59, Cincinnati
Seven HilLs56
Covington Scott 69, Bishop Brossart 66
Danville 69. Laurel Cu 5.9
Drakesboro 04. McLean Co 77
Elizabethtown 80, Hart Co 62
Erlanger Lloyd 57, Covington Holmes
Erlanger St. Henry 78. Silver Grove 59
Evansville , Ind Cent 75, Henderson
71
Evansville , md i North 56. Owensboro
Fleming-Neon 51, Elkhorn City 48
Ft Than Highlands 67. Ludlow 52
Frankfort 53. Pans 49
Franklin Co. 76, Montgomery Co 67
Gamaliel 59, TomplurisvIlle 53
ilaautow 59. Greent'o
Graham 84, Fordsvolle 72
rayson
57, E Hardin 51
tireenville113. Muhlenburg Cent 69
tar Lan 67, lone Jack Oil
larrodsburg 72. Ow en Co 62
topkinsville 66. Clarluntle I Tenn I &I
lughes-Kirk 66,S Hopluns 57
Re Co 17, Estill Co 12
etcher Co 79, Cord's 71
ex Bryan Station 107, Hazard 73
el. Henry Clay 73. Lou Iroquois
All Lafayette 73, let C•atholn 39
RV Sayre 93, Nancy 79
ex. Tales Creek 85, Mullins 57
.incoln Co 76. Rockcastle Co 59
ou. Ballard 64, LOY Male 60
ou Bishop David 63, Lou Western 50
am Butler 109. too Waggener 89
an Durrett 63, Lou Westport 59
411. Jeffersontown 100, IOU Seneca 46
an Manual 61, Lou Doss 80
AWL Pla Ridge Park IS, I ou Stuart 72
on Portlaid Christ 84, Lou Brown

mu

•

plagued 'Norwegian-American thrkebeiner race for world-class crosscountry skiers
Pierrat covered the course in 3 hours.
9 minutes. 19 96 seconds Jan Eijorkheim
of Norway was second in 3 13 52 2
BOWLING
PEORIA, III I API - Roy Buckley
held a 60-pin advantage over George
Pappas going into the finals of the
5125,000 AMF MagicScore Open on the
Professional Bowlers Association tour
Paul Moser finished third followed by
Mike Aulby and Earl Anthony to set up
the order for the final-day challenge
round to determine the tournament
champion

Friday's High School
Basketball Scores

4141. St

wee,r,werwgew

NBA Standings

was timed in 2 41.35. and Da id Roth,
who posted 2:22.75
PICA. Italy 1API - Bruno Noeckler
won the Italian's men's special slalom title with a time oft minute, 33,69 seconds,
nearly 1 seconds better than Paolo De
Chiesa
STRATTON.Vt AP - Toni Forland
of Norway battled heavy rain and fog to
post her second victory of the year, winlung the slalom event in the 815.000
Michelob Light Cup
Forland edged US. Olympic skier V iki
Fleckenstein, while Lyndall Beyer was
third
CABLE. Wis. r AP, - JeanPaul Pierrat of France battled 60-degree
temperatures to win the weather•

Xavier 50, 1.041 De6ales 48
Shawnee
71.
Bardnown

Bethlehem 56
Lowes 64,Sedalia 51
Madisonville 77, Paducah Unman -74
iOT 'Marion Co 65, Campbellsville 57
Mason Co 75. Bourbon CO 60
Mayfield 72. Paducah St Mary 53
Maysville 80, Nicholas Co. 72
•
Maysville St Patrick 80. Ashland Holy
Family 76
McCreary Cent. 91. Corbn ;0
McDowell 60, M.0 Napier 48
Mercer Co 63, It ichmaid 510601 311
' Morgan -Ca 56.1Jnio'Brecirinridge53'
Murray 85, Christian Co. 71 Newport Cath. 92, Pendleton Co 60
N. Hardin 87, Fort Knox 6.1
Oldham Co 67.(Inuit Co. 60
Owsley Co.63, Whilesburg 61
Pikeville 51. Paintsville 15
Pineville 71, Lynn Camp 52
Pulaski Co. 72, Wayne Co 67
Richmond Madison 67. Frankfort
Hills 66
Rowan Co.65. East Carter 56
RizssellvIlle 59, Potter Christian Si
Scott Co 72, Madison Cent. 61
Shelby Cu 76, lou. Valley 53
Sheldon Clark 87, Johns Creek 56
Shomille 77, Barbourville 74
S. Spencer iIntl. 55, Hancock Co 47
Taylor Co 83, Washington Co 69
Trigg Co. 79, Providence 7,5
Virgin 95, Dorton 66
Warren Cent. 69. tliventa-63
Webster Co. 70, Crittenden cu.66
West Carter 74, Mender Co 67
W Anderson 67. Spencer Co 59
W Hardin 60 Cloverport 50
Wheelwright 65. Millard 55Wolfe Co.67,Jackson 66
Woodford Co. 61, Je.samine Co. 51
Gals •
Barren
50, Owensboro 44
Boyle Co. 45.Garrard Co 4.1
Breathitt Co. 58. Powell Co Ti
Bullitt East 47. N Rullitt 98
Casey Co. 66, Somerset 0
EltrabetMown 94; Hart Co 44
Glasgow 74, Green l'o.-55
Knox Cent 18. Middlesboro:19
LaRue Co 52,',Meade Co 47
I eta isburg 56, Adairville 50
too Assumption 69. lou Holy Inman
60

LOU Ballard68.1ou Male 60
I Du Collegiate 27.1.ai Ninth & 1116
IOU DOSS SD. Lou Waggener 10
too Fairdale 62. lou Central 48
IOU PIN Ridge Park 58. 1.0.11 Stuart 40.
no Southern 49. Lou Angela Merl,
42
lou Thos Jefferson Of. too Valley a
Ina Westport 61, Lou Durrett 36
lames 49,Sedalia 28
Mi lean Co 61, Grayson Co .19
Marshall Co 79, Cald11141tli 41
Mayfield 45, Paducah St Mary 14
Pineville 34. 1.ynn Camp 32
Taylor Co 55, Tompkinsville 38
Tnrnble Co 65. Bullitt Cent 41
Warren Cent 51 Owensboro Apollo 46

ity Ow Assutsaied Press
Eaten Cooferener
Adana- Innoo
W
L
Pet.
Philadelphia
32 12
813
Roston
48 15
7132
New York
10 33
55
10
WilShIngtOn
14
169
New Jena*
.0
Id
313
Central Dbision
Milwaukee
43 18
714
Indiana
36 .2
5E3
Chk-ago
:12 33
492
Cleveland
25 38
397
.14.1anN
'M 31
AM
I Aunt
15 51
177
- Western Conference
Midwest Dnision
San Arturo°
'41 21
MI
Karma CM
192 .32
XV
flouston
3 33
168
Ilenver
24 N
.393
Utah
2.1 40
MS
Dallas
8 55
127
Pun& Division
i'hoenis
48 19
716
los Angeles
41 4
661
Portland
22 M
.310
Golden State
31 32
492
Seattle
31 35
444
San Ihegv
27 95
435
Frailay's Grimes
New Yak 124. Washington 112
Indiana 102, San Argon° 186 15,
New Jersey 123, Portland 113, OT
Piiiiaaiprifa 117. Dallas 103
Kansas City 112. MIlwaukee 109
Chicago 92, Utah 84
Houston 110. IA. Angeles 107
-Mtn Diego 115, adder,'State' 114
Seattle 112, Phoenix III
Saitredays Gases
Atlanta at Cleveland
Boston at Detroit
Kansas ('Its at Denver
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. f APi The Town and Country Show
was closed before it had .."T
chance to open tonight in Rupp
Arena.
All that is certain is that
Vanderbilt will face No. 10
Kentucky in a Southeastern
Conference basketball game.
"Town and Country" is a
promotional euphemism for
Vandy's city-bred, city-slick
Charles Davis and countryreared Mike Rhodes.
Only Clyde Lee. Vandy's
strong man of the mid-1960s.
leads Davis and Rhodes on the
Commodores' all-time scoring
list.
But Davis was benched last
week against Tennessee, then
suspended with guard Jimmy
Gray for Wednesday night's
victory over Mississippi and
tonight's game against the
Wildcats. Vandy Coach
Richard Schmidt said .the
suspensions
for
were
disciplinary reasons.
Rhodes was expected to
play against Kentucky, but his
star also has declined this
year.
He has scored more than
1,600 career points but didn't
get off the bench in Kentucky's 78-64 victory last
month in Nashville.
Moreover, Schmidt did not
endear himself to Commodore
fans when he questioned
whether Rhodes, a crowd
favorite in Nashville, fit into
the Vandy program.
But Kentucky Coach Joe
Hall said Friday- the apparent
friction in Music City doesn't
seem to be hurting the Commodores.

"Always, there's a possibility that. when a team is faced
with some problems like this,
the others will come Out and
work a little harder, give a little greater effort, and that
seems like what's happened at
Vanderbilt," Hall said at his
weekly news conference.
Vanderbilt's problems, he
said, are reminiscent of Kentucky's situation before the
Notre Dame game last season.
Dwight'Anderson had just quit
the team and Hall had
suspended Sam Bowie and
Dirk Minmefield. The loss of
three stars seerfied to inspire
Kentucky and the Wildcats
won 86-80.
"I think .., if you're a coach,
you're going to try- to use it
that way." Hall said. "A lot
depends on the spirit of your
club, the conditions of the
suspensions, acceptance by
the other players - a lot of
things."
Replacing Davis and Gray
are Willie Jones and Al

SR VER -GARD 8, SILVER -GOLD t SN.VER -

LOOK!!!
If you hove been selling your
gold rings and silver without
getting our otter you Ye
probably lost some money
Please get our offer be4ore
you sell. It makes Dollars and
Sense. Free Appraisals Security provided
Salters and Buyers el Gobi Coins
$1•52'.-55-5 I 0-520

See or Coll
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Al Parkor Ford
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Gold & Silver Pawn Shop
Buy, Sell or Trod*
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LET'S GET
AMERICA
ROLLING!

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Ann,.,
that Willie Upshaw . first ha o
outfielder. Pedro Herr, n
lam Whitmer, catch.,
and Charlie Puleo, piti rwr
.
to one-year contracts
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
MILWAUKEE
BUCKS Named
Garry St Jean assistant coach
HOCKEY
National Hockey League
HARTFORD WHALERS- Fir.st !
Blackburn. head voach Named I .Pleau interim head coach Aision
Gilles Lupien, defenueman. from in
Pittsburgh Penguins for future con•
siderations.
NEW YORK ISLANDERS-- Recalled
Billy Carroll,renter. and Hector Manon.
right wing, from Indianapolis of the ('en
tral Hockey League
COLLEGE
HOBART-Announced the resignation
of lark Flowers, head basketball coach

McKinney, who are shooting
71.7 and 66 percent, respectively.
"Jones is a very tough
players, a very good offensive
player,- Hall said. -I don't
think he ISchmidt I is hurt at
all when he brings him in."
Hall said he was most concerned about Vandy's
shooting.
"They're very explosive and
have the ability to put togethei
a good offensive burst and
take the game away from you
in a hurry'," Hall said. "Our
game down there. I thought
was one of the best we've
played."
Hall said he was unsure
about his own starting lineup.
which has featured 5-foot-11
Dicky Beal and the 6-3 Minniefield at guard.
"We've got a problem with
bigger guards and it kind of
depends on how we match up.'
and what we see we can do,"
Hall said. "If possible, we'll •
stay with the same lineup."

See One Of
Our Friendly
Sales Staff...
Mickey Boggess
Jan Dalton
Jeff Haley
Tom Holderby
...for more
information

$CA
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700BONUS

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

ON ANY '81 MONTE CARLO OR CAMARO

TAKE DELIVERY NOW THROUGH MARCH 19

CASH
BONUS

$500

ON ANY '81 CITATION OR CHEVETTE

Tr

"Yetell ili•
Dollars A hood
Il You
Deal With Ed"
Whelp 753-5273
A.m,753-3084

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Hours:
8-8 Thurs. & Fri.
8-6 On Sot.

lr. Si,,,, 6

SA: ian

U.S. 641 S.
753-2617
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Dr. Whittaker To Speak
The pastor, the
Whittaieer,-0144 speak on -.+Ive
Church and Its Undershepherds" with scripture
front Ephesians 4 11-16 at the
10 45 a In se1INICI1 and on
Asleep in t etIlse'na
with
scripture from Mark 14 32-12
at the 7 p.m services on Sunday. Feb. 22. at the First Baptist Church.
Way pie Halley , minister of
music, will direct the church
choir in special music at the
morning hour and the ladies
choir at the evening hour
Joan Bow ker is organist and
Allene Knight is pianist.
Marvin Harris, deacon of
the week. and Randy Sorrow
minister of youth, will assist In
the services.
Sunday School u ill be at 9:30
a in, and Church Training will
be at 6 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Ray Conklin, Ray
Clark, Mrs. Orvis Hendrick,
Mr. .Patties Land, Mr ;int/

Mrs 1Shilel

1.1

Mrs -iititt Settie; and ftir- arsd
Mrs Roger Burgess

Grace Baptist
Will Hear Pastor

1. Legal

1 he c.racc Baptist Church
will hear the pastor. the Rev
J Burpoe. speak at the
10 45 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. worship services on Sunday . Feb
22.
Leland Peeler will direct the
music with Ihvane Jones -as
organist and Terry Downecias
pianist. The Church Choir will
sing at the morning hour and
the Children's Choir at the
evening hour
Nursery workers will be
Gail Workman, Marie
Outland. Dean Downey. and
Sylvia Rickman. Don Hale
will be in charge of the bus information.
Sunday School will be at 9-45
.1 in

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Pierce
5 Girls name
9 Seed
12 Great Lake
13 Mans name
14 Anger
15 Sun god
16 Lifeless
18 Fedora
20 Greek letter
22 Enthusiastic
24 Charts
27 Snakes
29 Bad
31 Soak
32 Reel
34 Saga
36 Scale note
37 Transgressor
39 Spiritualists
meeting
41 Chaldean city
42 Walk
44 Scott
45 Crimson
47 Go by water
49 Covers
50 Redact
52 Defeat utterly
54 Won symbol
55 At present
57 SweetsoP
59 Preposition
61 Poem
6.3 Poker stake
65 Drunken cry
67 Preposition
68 Expires
69 Departed

Noth
4 Pallet
5 Depart
6 Salad :tern
7 Negative
8 Cinder
9 Hindu guitar
10 Conjunction
11 Pronoun
17 Diphthong
19 Morning
abbr
21 Preposition
23 Plunges
25 Insight
26 Guides
27 Confirm
28 Male heirs
30 Falsehoods
33,Allows
35 Jargon
38 Peruse
40 Gaseous ele!rent
43 Buccaneer
2

3

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
CCU CUM BUD
HIDU UMHU ULM
U DIDU OCUUU0
LIE UUU OEM
OM HOU UOU
ULIE 00U UDC
HUUOULU CDU
OLD UIDU UUU
UUU COO OCUU
OUU OUU UUU
LIMUIDU UBID 00
UU DEMO UUUU
A
UU TUU

4

12
is

I is

e Ms

S

61
17

1 Weight of
India
2 Came to pass
3 Three-toed

ill to
14

•

34

II
47

•OW
31

64ka64

61 61

42
46

24
ao

61WI

1

18 19

"

hil

UU
m MI'

DOWN

64 Nickel symbol
66 Odin 's
brother

2.•
22
II

hhil
..

60 Seine
61 Preposition
62 Suffice

46 Eatery
48 Musical
instruments
5 1 So tar as
53 Exist
56 Small lump
58 Stitch

s3

Wu

Lai•
'id•Ell
6111
63 64
I 65
06•

i.

es

idl

EVE!IY ORY IS SALE DRY

ThE NATIVES USED
TO DO THIS UJHEN
THEY U./ANTED RAIN

tke

LEGAL NOTICENuan-rtmE OPERATION
Ott January 12, 1981,
Jackson
Purchase
Broadcasting Company,
licensee of broadcast
station WSJP,filed with
the Federal Communications Commission in Washington an
application for authority to operate during
nighttime hours at a
new transmitter location WSJP operates on
a frequency of 1130 kHz,
with present studio and
transmitter located on
Diuguid Road, in Murray , Kentucky. The
principals in Jackson
Purchase Broadcasting
Company are Charles
M. Anderson. Freddie
W. McCoy, Stephen
Catron, Joe M. Parker.
and Sammy J. Parker.
A copy of the application and related
material is on file for
public inspection at WSJP studios in Murray,
Kentucky.

Copy & Restoration . we
CS. restore natural color.
black & white,. or sepia tone •

CARTER STUDIO
304 Mein

753 8199

Playschool,
Charlie Brown 1601 Olive, 753-7359. Ages
1`2-up. $5.50 daily Drop ins
$1.00 hourly.

WANTED
Murray State University
theatre wants 1963 or 1968
memorabilia for the prod...
tions Vanities any items from
period ore desired. The first
10 people to let theatre have
usable items will receive a
free tkliet Some needed
items are, Paperback copy of
Sills
Meaner any 1969
posters, several decorative
kleenea
holders
old
magazines of the period, old
fashion picture frames and
waaet or 5 a B black *tide
pictures. All items will be
returned in the same condition as when borrowed.
Pickup available. Coll Georgie
between 8 and 4,30 Monday
thru Friday at 761 4484,

2. Notice

2:11-atice

Bible facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

RIVERIA
COURTS

I

FOR RENT
Gilson Power Bolt Log
Splitter by day or lob.
Operator available . All
stovewood
herds/sod
for Ws $25.00 per
rich. Ca 7 5 3-8 35 1

Has
mobile
homes for rent.
Students welcome!
Special
rates!! We also
have
special
deals for lot renters! Come live
with us! 7533280.

_
,
L
r hit .ill puicka hero yu,
trio ciassilicacon

1. legal Hoc,
2. Notice
3. Card of thanks
4. in Memory

4.00 444 loved
6. Help Wanted
9. Sluat,on 'Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
II. instructions
12. insurance
13. FY Sale or 1180C
I 4. hint To Buy
IS. Articles For Sale
16. Horne Furnishings
17, Vacuum Cleaners
• •
111. Se.

cuurory valley Pet Shop one
Mile out of Mayfield. KY.
Highway 80 East
Small
animals, dogs and cats, and a
large selection of tropical fish
and pet supplies Open Tuesday through SU !".11

21, Muniments
22. Musical
23. Fiterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26.16 Radio
27. Mobile Horne Sales
211. M00 Home Rents
29. Heating Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms tar Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37, livestrtIcSupplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots Pal Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes tot Sale
47. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
Si. Campers
52. Boats arid Motors
53. Services Offered
54, For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56, Free Column
57. Wanted

Saturday Night
8 12
Bob Nonce 8.
The Blue Blazers
10 miles north of New Con
cord
AL'S SUPER SHELL
South 4th Street
Murray, Complete Auto
Repair. Free tube with
oil and filter change.
753-7896.
Going out for business sale
Erne Interiors. 753-1474.

For Teens
Cheating in I
759-4444.
School
Bible Story 759-4445.

Bill's Fish
Market
51.69 lb.
$1,791b.
SPECIAL

Buffalo
Whole
Steaks
607 5 4th

This 15 /AY •
SUPPERTIME DANCE

50 lb.
90 lb.
753 9301

3:Card °Milk-

SL UGCTO, YOU'RE
GETTINO LAZIER
EVERY DAY

The family of Richard
Scarberry wish to express their
thanks for the wonderful favors
shown them in their time of
SOf row.
Mr & Mrs Red Alton. Mr &
Mrs. Kenneth Mathis. Mr &
mrs. Norman Hancock. Mr &
Mrs Willia Scarberry

DON'T BOTHER
ME --BUSY---

4

SORRY, NO
CAKE.' YOU'RE
ON A DIET.'

DID YOu FIND
TROutS5LE?

Ciry

Zoo

6. Help Wanted
Boy Scout Executive position
available with the Boy Scouts
of America For information
phone 443-6461. 9 am - 5 pm,
Mon -Fri

GIVE ME
OKAY!OKAY!
SOME CAKE!! TAKE IT ALL!!

Need severalladies this area to
show
Bisque Porcelain
figurines on party plan Earn
$15-30 per hour. no collecting
or delivering. Start immedrate
ly. Call Mayfield. 502-2477645

SURE DID •
THE TRAP WAS
STOPPED UP

scou RE RIGHT IT WORKS
PERFECTi-Y,
NOW,

e

„FOR LL -al. CLOSED..
LOCKED. WITH THAT
SAME SKULL MARK
ON THE DOOR.
WHAT'S iT

WELL
DID
YOU
FIND
HIM?

MEAN?
THEN WE
WENT 10 THE
DREAM
NOUSE„

n Found

Lost. Brown ladles billfold.
Saturday. maybe at Colonial
House Call 753-5131 ext. 300
or after 3.30 753-0549. ask for
Rita.
0
LAMM*. Nob.
%warms im

I'LL TAKE
A BIS PIECE
OF THAT
ZAKE

5.

T V Repairman General ser
rice and repair of all models
Must have 10 years continuous
experience Full time Salary
maximum $10 per hour Call
Action Personnel 753-6532

9:Vitiation Wanted
I will do babysitting in my
home Call 753-1316
Need your yard mowed' Call
759-1894
Will do light hauling Call 7535857
Will do house cleaning. excellet
references Call 753-7773
Will babysit potty trained
children in my home anytime
weekends and some nights
753-1624
_

Staff Pharmacist Immediate
opening with Community
Hospital. Mayfield. KY. Complete salary and benefit program to fit your needs. Contact
Personnel Office at 502-2475211.

Electrolux Sales and Service
Tony Montgomery, 153-6/60

203Ports Equipment
The Pistol People Invest in a
feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape at Kentucky. Country Boy Store, 9
miles west of Hopkinsville iuncbon KY 164-117 Hours 8-5,
Sunday 12-5.(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
New and used pianos bought
and sold A beautiful repo
piano now available for someone to assume monthly
payments Clayton's. /53-7575
Wanted Responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on like new organ under war
rarity. 753-7575.

23. Exterminating

WANTED:
STANDING
TIMBER
Will buy tie timber. Also
paying top price for
White Oak veneering
and other quality timber. Call 753-5592 after 7 p.m.

Would like to buy dishes,
trinkets. etc. Call 753-8669.

15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
Big savings, Fore piece dining
room suites, $219.95, bedding
starting at $15995 a set. 2
piece living room suites,
$21995 Many other specials
during the month. Carraway
Furniture. 105 North 3rd.
19 Cubic foot upright
Westinghouse freezer, like new.
753-8417.
For sale. Silvermist mahogany
bedroom suite, bookcase headboard. triple dresser and chest
of drawers. 753-4679.
For sale- Living room picturb.
foldup table. 4 foldup chairs;
one twin bed: one high chair:
play pen; light; and one rug
Call 436-5589.
For sale. Washer and dryer. Call
after 5 pm. 753-3508
Glass top table and 4 chairs,
G.E. stove. 30", Whirlpool
refrigerator with ice maker
Call 753-8771.
Golq couch and chair, plush
velvet. 100- long. Call 7531261.
Sears quilting frames with
queen size extension. Calf 7532365.
Walnut hall tree, 6' tall with
large mirror, seat and umbrella
stand. $250. Call 492-8844
after 5.30.

19. Farm.Equipment
For sale: MF 35 Ferguson: 8N
Fords; 9N Fords. A-Farmalls
with Woods belly mowers and
cuttivatdrs: C-Farmalt- and 2 R
cultivator, Cub Farmall with
quick hitch, plow, disk,
cultivator, mower, B Allis
Chalmers.
disk,
plow,
cultivator: used rotary cutters:
woods belly mowers: Rear
mount mowers, bladet, rotary
cutters: 4-5 Ton stainless steel
fertilizer spreader. See us for
Woods parts. small tractor
parts-: Gallimore Equipment,
Hazel. KY. Night phone 901247-5443

With the New Yew brings the opportunity
for you to join Southern Illinois Leader in
primary care.
We offer top starting salary and outstanding benefits such as: Day Care
Program, Tuition reinbursement and much
more.
Opening presently exist in
OB, ICU,
ER, Med/Surg
With
year realize
your
New
the
professional and personal goals at

t(otAHeliy.'s'1T1er
Termite
IL Pest Control %
l

THE FRANKLIN HOSPITAL
201 Bailey Lane
Benton, Ill 62812
618-439 3161
OppslcaS?ytoplwyerlell

,

24. Miscellaneous
Firewood, 18-24" seasoned,
mixed hardwoods. $25 per
rick, delivered. Cail03-8536.
Firewood, cut any length, mostly oak and hickory, $22.50
delivered 489/492 or 7534157
For sale Dog kennel run,
4x8x6, $125. 753-4186.
For sale: Golf cart. Cushman 3wheeler. all new batteries.
1978 Honda 400 motorcycle.
2700 miles. 435-4296.
Wood for sale. 436-27-58.
Woodburning stove Call after 6
pm. 753-7838.

25. Business Services
HODGE'S TAX SERVICE. 8 AM
to 6 PM, nights and Saturdays
by appointment. 759-1425

26. TV-Radio
New 19- color IA, $200.
stereo plays records, cassettes.
and 8-track. $75. 767-6155.

1

MAGNAVOX
Murray's No 1 color
CLAYTON'S
U Munk 753-7575

Wanted Responsible person to
take up monthly payments on
25- color hi.. warranted.
Clayton's. 753-7575.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974 Double wide mobile
home. 2406. partially furnished or unfurnished. All electric
with baseboard electric heat.
Very easily heated. $7500
Phone 1-354-6217.
12x65 Extra nice mobile home
and lot. Has covered wood porch. central heat and air, and
very good outbuilding. Must be
seen to be appreciated. 1 1.1,
miles east of Murray_ $13,500.
759-1854.
1260 Mobile home, central
heat and air, setting on 31'i
acres land, well water, 6 miles
southeast of Murray on Dodd
Road. Call 753-5080 after 5
pm, days 753-9911,
12x 70 Mobile
home.
Townhouse. 2 bedroom, 1'7
bath, new carpet, electric or
gas. 4374955,
12x65 Mobile home. 3
bedroom, Co bath. Call 7530069 after 4:30 pm_
12x60 Mobile home. on private
lot. storage building and Iv.
antenna. Close to East Calloway
Elementary School, Highway
280 East. Call 247-6989.
Two 1971 Wheeler, 12x52. For
information call 753-7737.
Trailer for sale. 1109
Sycamore, located in residential yard, 153-5645.

28. Mob. Home Rents
Two bedroom trailer, very
clean, approximately VI miles
on 641 South. No petS. 7538436 after 5 pm
Two bedroom trailer. near Murray no pets Call 489 2611
FOR
RENT
12160, two bedroom,
fully fernished. Airconditioned, washer
and dryer, also hernishilid. $150 per month, deposits required.
753-9896

28. Mob. Home Rents

furnished
12x60 trailer
natural gas, small trailer court
$140 rent plus deposit Phone
753-3895
Two bedroom trailer, furnished
all electric, deposit required
No pets. Call 753-4808
Very nice furnished 2 bedroom
mobile home Call 753-8080 or
753-9036 after 5 pm

31[Bus
-iieffltir--Jita

---

A S
make
low e
quidl
see h
batht
to ba
L hen
WV418
shade
tinani
CENT
Realti

Me
Yea

MImI
Warehouse
Stereos Specs
Fer Rind
7534751

4.1

Large building for rent 4 bays
in front hoist 2 back bays extra large room Call 753-5970
or see at 808 Coldwater Road

March 1, 1981.
Across
from
Murray Wholesale
Electric, Murray.
Excellent location
for
most any
business. Call 7530212.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Duplex for rent. all kitchen appliances central heat and air.
Call 753-8146 or 753-2437.
Furnished apartments, 1 or 2
bedrooms. also sleeping rooms.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th, 753-6609
For rent: 2 bedroom apartments at Embassey. 753-3530
or 7534331 after 5 pm.

List
Coe
fro,

S
A

ForTradin
stock
Call
3898

FOR SI
house
2'7 ac
town
starter)
Iin us he
apartrr
at $42
Associi

For sa
489 25

Garage apartment for rent. No
pets. 753-3913 or 759-1616.
New 2tedroom duplex. extra
large closets. No pets.
References and deposit. Call
753-0814.
Newly decorated 2 bedroom
apartment,
stove
and
refrigerator furnished, central
gas heat and air. No pets. Married couple only, 753-2376 or
753-2835.
See duplex to appreciate extras! 1906 Greenbrier Road_ 2
Bedrooms. furnished kitchen,
carpet storage, washer and
dryer hookups deck overlooking wooded iot, deposit. lease.
$250 a month. 753-5791 or
753-2649 for appointment.
Two bedroom townhouse apartment.
Carpet,
range,
refrigerator, disposal, washer
dryer hookup. central heat and
air. Call 753-7559 or 7537550.
Two bedroom apartment for
rent. furnished. Call 753-8298.
Three room duplex. furnishedSee at 503 Olive or call 7531246.
Vacant - furnished apartment
near University, $79 per month. 753-9138 evenings 7535292.

Olde
full
on 1
acre
of A
Woul
deve
Price

SIMMINIM

34. Houses For Rent
For rent One bedroom house.
Call 753-5618.
For rent 2 bedroom
se.
near University. 492-8225.
Need a weekend retreat then
rent this 2 bedroom mobile .
home with built on addition
on lake. fully furnished Col
eman Real Estate, 753-9898
Two bedroom house, gas heat,
air-conditioned. carpet, stove.
refrigerator, 2 blocks from
University klo pets $200 monthly. $100 deposit 489-2244

37. Livestock-Supplies
REE MAR ARABIANS Book
your good mares for 1981
breeding season
Three
stallions 753-6126.

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC registered- 2,2 year old
male Scottie, housebroken,
good with children $125 4354481
At stud, AKC large black Great
Dane. Call 759-1151 or 4892154
Dog obedience classes AKC
German Shepherds and AKC
Austrailian cattle dogs Call
436-2858
For sale Blue Tick coon hound
puppies UKC registered Call
753 9860

41. Public SaV

RV CT

•

5

Inside yard sale. E-7 Murray
Manor Apartments. Saturday
10 AM - 5 PM, Sunday 1 PM •
5 PM Everything priced to sell
Call 759-1353.
Rummage sale! Friday and
Saturday, 9 AM to 4 PM, Route
5, Bonnet's Wan/. 10 miles
on, 280, Household items,
uniforms, odds and ends.

••••Nry•

11

43:

Commercial
Property
for
Lease. Available

All BOGS CALL

Mose 753-3914

REGISTERED NURSES
& GRADUATE NURSES

An

17. Vacuum Cleaners

14. Want To Buy

For sale Baby bed and baby
items 489-2570 or 753-5984

BIBLE CALL

Catfish
Whole
Steaks

Outboard motor mettraffic.
60% commission $400-500
per week possible Must have
experience Call Action Person
net 753-6532

Want to buy Used card table
Call 474-9729 or 475-2346
after 5 pm.

DANCE

Will clean offices or
houses. Call 7539587.

6. Help Wanted

Used air-conditioner Call 7539104 days or 753-1551 nights.

PARIS
LANDING
LOUNGE

20. Spa'', 4.;

10 WISSIFIEDSI
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A
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43A-eat-Estate
43.1Ralistate
A
Gas heat A business in Murray all stock
makes it so economical These and equipment at a good price
low energy bills will make trir d 31 753 335h after 5 pm
quick sale of this home t_ •
see to, yourself 3 bedrooiri
baths, study and den with
Spring is just around
to back fireplaces It has 0 r
the corner and so is
chen with island double ovens
this cottage near Kensewing room all this sitting on
tucky Lake. Cottave
shaded lot Best of all owner
and one lot at $6,000
financing available. Offered by
or buy the extra lot for
CENTURY 21 Loretta lobs
only $2,000.00 more
Realtors. 753-1492
Excellent area
usual emir, WI..

n_ed
urt
one
ed
ed
cm
1 or

near
19
ap1 air,
or 2
oms
outh
part
3530
No
6
extra
pets
Call
MOM

and
ntral
Mar
'6 or

, 1,..towleo ••••UF•

-

'If Reagan cuts taxes, you'll spend it. If
doesn't, you'll spend it anyway."

113

753-7531 (off.) 753-0101
1111 Sycamore St.

exid 2
.hen
and
look.
ease
1 or

304N 12th

41 Real Estate

FKO
T1
1:
BOYD MAJORS d
REAL ESTATE
I
753-8080
I,
Servit es
itt. the FrierAil Tou,h'.

REDUCED
TO $55,000.00
Lovely 2 BR., 2 bath,
bnck just completed
in quiet subdivision,
North of Murray.
Beautifully decorated,
thick carpeting, luxury throughout, great
room with fireplace. 24
x 30 workshop with 220
wiring, fluorescent
lighting.
Upstairs
bedroom and '2 bath
now under construction being added.
Good garden spot.

St

Murr•y Ky 12071

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Any. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that
are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic
classified ad sale that the classified
.ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during
the month of February to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

-Tor
198

.
1;d
753-

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month -of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the-classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will
automatically receive 0- benefits from this sale.

nent
non753

4. What are the details of this sale?

use
_ use

Ans. The sale is open to everyone:

eat- ,
one,
rom
ion.
4,

v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled,before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

CS
ino- k
981
ree

old
ien,
35

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

eat
89

KC
KC
all
nd
all

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

Ans YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of Money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SALE AND SAVE:

nd
ite
les
as,

Emma

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

5. What do you gain from this sale?

'ay
lay
A•

Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.

MINAtnetvvvetvoen

red with
v'f steering
,.. $1500 Cali

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

753-3685

Kopperud Realty Open Houses
_ Sunday, February 22, 1-4 p.m.

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

hen
bile
ion
Col
3

-

•

DESIGNED
FOR LUXURY
Brand new, 4
bedroom, 3 bath,
spacious
hOme,
cypress siding, 2 car
garage. So many
quality features fireplace, central elec.
heat pump, central air
conditioning;' range-,
refrigerator, disposal,
dishwasher. Large lot.

Murray, Kentucky

partnge
isher
and
753-

yeal IOUNC1

r

Two terrific deals' 109 acre
cattle larm. 70 tendable, and
it s a beauty with ponds. and a 437Reirai
running creek, completely
fenced A lovely mobile home
-fully furnished is included
NOW LISTEN TO THIS DEAL
263 Acres at nearly $500 per
1974 - 12 x 65 Schutt
411
,
acre with 100 tendable. the
mobile home with pull
rest timber including a rock
out for extra living
Punkin' a Thin-noon
quarry. In today's market
space. Central electric
lwrwr•nr• &
owner financing is the only way
heat and air. Located
i to go. Call today Spann Realty
R•ol Estate
on a large wooded lot
Associates, 753-7724.
Siorthrol• Court Sq.
.. Excellent buy!
S Murray, Kentucky
Two room cabin, all electric
753-4451
and carpet, located in
1
1977 Skyline - 14 x 70
Panorama Shores Can be seen
with central heat and
air, has house type
For sale
Wooden - Nickel by appointment. $7595 Call
roof with large
Trading Post. Aurora. KY All 753-5094.
covered concrete
stock and equipment $23,000. THIS IS IT' Near slchools Near
patio. Large beautiful
. Call 1-554-0637 or 1-898- churches Near grocery Low
3898
lot with city water.
maintenance
bills Gas
Close to town.
Fireplace 3
FOR SALE OR RENT. 4 bedroom heat
house with country setting on bedrooms Price° Low
1978 Holly Park - 3
2', acres is just minutes from $30's.Give us a call today at
bedroom, 2 bath with
town. An addition has been 753-1492 at CENTURY 21
living room addition.
started that could easily be Loretta lobs Realtors
Central heat and air.
finished into a workshop or
Fully furnished. This
apartment Priced reasonable
Reasonably priced in
at $42,600. Call Spann Realty
is the. Cadillac of all
the 540's. Zoned for
Associates. 753-7724.
mobile
homes.
commercial
and
Located on a large lot
residential use. AtFor sale Grocery store Call
with
city water, good
1°9 2533'or 753-124°
tractive 4 bedroom
garden spot, fruit
house 1 and a half
trees, and grape arRESIDENTIAL OR
baths, extra large living
bor. Close to town.
COMMERCIAL
room,' kitchen-dining
Older brick home with
area, large utility room.
*met Gnee - 414-1430
1,re7we
-- 751-5725
full basement located
Economical gas heat and
lowse Imo - 751 7409
on 14 beautiful rolling
air-conditioning. Con be
%el*, Wneve- 753 1443
rev. Shommint, Aegtfease,
acres, 3' 7 miles north
used for residential or
7$3-1111
of Murray off 4-lane.
evy A. Ihsemellivir,
office. Large wooded
Would make excellent
lot, near shopping cendevelopment property
ter.
Murray-Calloway
Priced in the 540's.
him C.
County Realty
Newberger, Iteglter
(502)7534146

Jays ex970
d.

8-H

Compare Our Log Homes
Barna & Danner
P.O. Box 538
Oneida, TN 37441
615-569-8559

v...422*
r-vu.5111111
2207 ova Creek Drive
Getesborompli
This lovely residence has 3 large
bedrooms with walk-in closets, 2
baths, large sunny kitchen with pantry, neutral carpeting in all rooms.
Den has beamed ceilings, impressive
fireplace, and other extras. Attic
could be finished out for 3-4 extra
rooms. Immediate possession. Price
just lowered $5,000 to $79,000.

Don't Miss The
Opportunity to View
These Quality Homes

The
Dutchman II

AREA REPRESE V7.4 71

506 Lynnwood
(Om block from Alarms NO Schoch

Better Homes and Gardens could
feature this comfortable family home
situated on beautifully wooded • and
landscaped lot adjacent to Murray
High School This three bedroom home
also has study, den with hand hewn
beamed ceiling and stone fireplace
formal dining room. and large game
room complete with woodburning
stove and wet bar. Be the first to walk
on the luxurious new carpeting installed this week throughout most of
the home, Immediate possession. Offered in the upper 60's.

Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222

Total Sq. Ft.
3.034

for all your Real Estate needs.

Log Kit Price

537.00

Model shown by appointment
Oak NM Driv. WOStuu00d Subd.wusion
-Gene(Chip) Steely
502-753 4552
502 753 4699

711 Main
Murray, Ky.
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53, Services Offered

53. Services Offered
Custom made cabinets music Licensed electrician and gas in
cabin and 2 lots in Pane Bluff Wady int,
centers, book caseS hutches stallation heating installation
and repairs Call 753 7203
Shores Kitchen living room and au red,
Reasonable 136-2566
and large sundeck on first floor 759-4825
Need
Concrete and block brick work I flg work on your trees' Th..
level, bedroom, bath, and front
pruning shaping L ,
753-1222
3asernents driveways storm
sundeck on second Nor Pric- 1916 Pacer I Call 435-4241
plete removal and (Lori Laii
ed to sell in the $20's. in- 1918 Pontiac Lernans extr. cellars porches 20 years ex BOWER'S TREE SERVICE for
:abb. AM
cluding range, refrigerator air- clean 11,000 miles $3950 perience 1535416
CONTEMPORARY
professional tree care 753conditioner new 40 gallon Call 7591205
CHARM
D0 all types of plumbing large 8536
water heater Special discount
or
small
work
all
jobs
guar
You'll fall in love with
for cash or can be financed if 1980 Sunbud Hatchback nanteeiL 5 years ekeerience Tree trimming arid removal
this quality built 4
Tony wade (901) 2321667 or
you quality Shown by appoint power steering air tilt $5100 /53 5360
bedroom home in
i901)642-5090
ment only. Phone 753,5791 or 1976 ford F150 4-wheel
Canterbury Estates.
drive needs work $1000 Fence sales at Sears now Call
753-2649
Home has many
1973 Dune buggy $350 Call Sears' 753-2310 101 free
COURTNEY SMALL
For
sale
by
owner
outstanding features
lovely 2 436 2425 after 5 pm
estimate for your needs
bedroom
brick
home
ENGINE
at 909
including large den
REPAIR &
Pogue Avenue. Fireplace, newly 1972 Torino stationwagon Call Guttering by Sears Sears con
with
woodburning
SAW SHOP Cold
tinous gutters installed per
753-8034
redecorated
kitchen
attached
fireplace, formal dinwater 489 18 5 3
garage R 22 insulation, very 1978 T-Bird. 20.000 miles your specifications Call Sears
ing room, large
753 2310 fokfree estimate
quiet
location
near
hospital dove gray. Rally Sport, many
bedridbins, and exh
General home repair 15 years /oh haul driveway white I
753-0387
extras. $3800 489-2275
quisite design and
For sale 3 bedroom brick cen 1980 Toyota Tercel, front wheel experience in carpentry. and Ag lime also have any type
decor
throughout.
tral heat and air heat pump drive. 5-speed air AM-FM masonary plumbing, roofing. of brown or white pea gravel
Priced us the $70's.
1 12 bath all rooms large 2 car radio and cassette Will con- and siding Free estimates no Also do backhoe work Call
Phone 753-1222, Kopattached garage. 71, acres sider responsible person taking job too small. Call 474-2276 i Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
perud Realty, for full
land all on black top road, 2 over payments Call before 12 Insulation blown in by Sears. 753-6763
tune Real Estate Sermiles from Hardin Call 437- noon or evenings 753-0307
save on these high heating and Wet basement' We mane wek,
vice.
4313 evenings
cooling bills Call Sears. 753- basements dry work complete
50. Used Trucks
PRICE REDUCED!
ly guarenteed Call dr rade
2310 for free estimate
House for sale by owner 3 1979 Bronco.
Completely remodeled
27.000 miles
Morgan Cnnstruction
Co
bedroom bock, window air- Call 489-2483 after
brick home one block
5 pm on K & K Stump Removal. Do you Route 2 Box 409A, Paducah
conditioner, fireplace
need stumps removed from
1'7 weekdays. anytime
from the University.
on
acres with 8 stall barn $5000 weekends
your yard or land cleared of KY 42001 or call day or night
Home is just like new
and assume 917% VA loan Norstumps' We can remove 1-442-7026
from the carpets to
1966 Chevy truck new motor stumps up to 24 below the Will do plumbing heating
theast of Kirksey 489-2798
ceiling, plus new kitpaint and tires 3-speed in the ground leaving only sawdust carpentry and roofing 753
Three bedroom brick one block floor,
chen and bath.
AM-FM stereo ,tape and chips Call for free 2211
from University, large kitchen
Fireplace in living
$900 489-2569
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 Woodcraft Building
family room with lots of
room adds just the
Service by
cabinets, utility room with 1979 Datsun truck good condi or Bob Kemp Jr 435-4319.
Buty. 492-8120. Custom
right touch. Offered in
lion
over
24a
rrpg
Call 753- Lawn
washer-dryer
hookup,
the mid $30's and
mower repair, free cabinets vanities, new homes
aluminum storm doors and 6379
repair
Quality
owner will consider
pickup arid delivery within additions
storm windows, insulation in For sale 12,
1 ft Kidron town area Call after 5 pm workmanship
financing. Price just
walls and ceiling Firm cash refrigeration box bed with side 489-2570
lowered $1,750 to
55. Feed And Seed
price in $40's or can be financ- door and lift up door in rear
$35,750. Phone KopMOBILE HOME ANCHORS For sale Wheat straw 753ed for qualified buyer For ap- 753-6215 or 753-8329
perud Realty, 753-1212
underpinning, roof's sealed 8156 or 753-6401
pointment phone 753-5791 or
for courteous, compe1974 Ford Courier, great gas patio awnings. and house type For sale Hay and straw Hay
753-2649.
tant Real Estate Sermileage, air-conditioned, looks roof's for mobile homes 753- $1.60, straw $1 25 Call 75347. Motorcycles
good runs good $1950 Call 1873 Jack Glover
vice
4755
For sale- 1977 750 Honda 489-2595
56. Free Column
f ...
.117. 7 a large selectee, of
Super Sport. 9.000 miles new 1974 GMC van, must sell. days !
Free puppig' One month old
$3,500- down and the balance tires
excellent conitition call 759-1359, nights 753mother is Minature Shepherd
with owner financing at 10'S $1300 753-9507.
0744. ask for Don
CARTER STUDIO
Call 759-4742
ill buy a 2-3 bedroom home
Wrecker, 1967. V, ton. GNIC
48. Auto. Services
301 Man
753 E2911
with gas heat. carpeting, large
Freer Two spayed cats Call
with
1973
Chevy
350
engine
lot. outside storage and large Import Auto Salvage. 61-73 Holmes wench.
753-6379
Call 474-2393
lot located on KY 121 in Col- Volkswagen bumper. $20.
dwater. John O Neubauer Toyota, Datsun, Opal_ Capris. 52. Boats and Motors
;Realtor (REA). 1111 Sycamore and Fiat and Simco parts. Call Bass boat. 161,', 115 hp
474-2325 after 5 pm
753-0101 or 7517531.
Johnson, trolling motor, depth
225 L. P. Miller St.
finder, big wheel trailer gold
49. Used Cars
Across From Community Center
1972 Buick Skylark runs great. metal flake. cover. Perfect condition. Winter price, 753-6278.
Open Hours
Call 436-5869 after 5 pm
14' Jon boat, swivel seats Dilly
Mon.
&
Tues. 7:30-12:30
1976 Chevrolet, high mileage,
753-1222
extra clean, power steering trailer, Pi hp Sears motor. Will
Closed
Wednesday
sell
seperately
or
together
753brakes, windows. locks_ $2000
hi& Al&
0123 or 436-5433
Thurs., Fri. & Sot. 8:30-12:30
Can
be
seen
at
1510
Sycamore
11% FINANCING
Must sell. 33 houseboat and
1974 Cutlass Supreme, good
AVAILABLE
motor, both in perfect condicondition $1300 Call 753Save energy and get
tion Asking $3500 James Mar
a
2570
out of the rut of thinktin. 767-2551
-ing formal living
1927 Chevrolet, 4-door, Landau
CAIN FOR Mali SILVER - CASIO FOR GOLD & SILVER
room. Look at this
Sedan. No rust Needs some 601.7' Searay with 100 horse
Mercury motor. and Tamco
house with a liveable,
body wood and top repair
trailer
474-2708
Runs and drives good $1850
roomy "great room"
3
LOOK!
!
! •
•
firm 759-4573 or 753-2248 53. Services Offered
for comfortable living.
err
If
you home been selling your St
after 6 pm
Located on a corner lot
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING or
gold rings and Silver without
in an excellent
Corvette 1976. yellow. 1-tops. vinyl siding and trim
getting
our offer you ve
neighborhood. This is
30.000 miles, 4-speed. $7300. Aluminum tom for brick
probably knt some money :7
,
1
a 3 bedroom, 2 bath
Call Mayfield 247-4108 after 5 houses Jack Glover. 753-1873.
Please get our offer before ;
home with theryou sell It makes Dollars and
pm.
Bob's Home Improvement SerSense Free Appraisals Sec.. j
mopane windows, cen1976 Chevy van automatic. vice. Remodeling, painting, cestv
orov•ded
tral electric heat and
good.condition $1600 436- ment 'work, general home
Saws Nod Boyars of fold remit
air. Priced in the $50's.
maintenance and inspections.
2415
$11-13' AS-51041e
Phone Kopperud RealFree estimates. 753-4501
lemmt,INO4111111
1972 Chevrolet Bel-Air 4-door.
ty, 753-1222. We are
condition.
good
tires,
good
Geld
cabinets
Carpentry.
&
furniture
Silver
Pawn S
members of Multiple
$490 1974 ,Chevrolet pickup repair. Bring picture - we
Listing Service.
air power one. owner Price make. All remodeling LIVE AND
$129,5 Call 489-2595
reasonable prices. Rays
- CASIO FOR SOLO a SILVIO CASIO FOR WS SILVER
EARN
Exclusive 196 Firebird HO Carpenter Shop. 753-4124
Fight inflation with
series, has tilt, cruise control,
this brick duplex with
and fold down luggage seats
central gas heat and
$1000. Call 753-0009 after 5
central electric air.
pm
Each side has two
For sale Black 1979 Cutlass
bedrooms, large living
Supreme Brougham, one
room and kitchenowner. 25.000 actual miles,
dining room combinanever wrecked or painted on
Come to Murray's first open houses of the year, and get a month's head start on this
Has new set of Goodyear raised
tion. Enjoy owning
Spring's Best buys in Real Estate. Contact any member of Kopperud Realty's Home
white letter tires and new set
your own home and let
Team for further details by phoning 753 1222 The weatherman predicts excellent
of Superror Mags 'Asking
on side help pay your
weather!
$4950 Cia11/53-6035
mortgage. Priced in
the mid $40's. Contact
1980 Mustang. 16,000 miles
has everything. $6700 or take
Kopperud Realty. 711
over payments. Call 7517301Main,753-1222.
or 436-5360 u101)0e0

"
46.w/it

!ARIAS *OM'S
ROSINESS'S
TAU AND RECREATIONAL
PROPERTY

Low RATE OWNER FINANCING

M 3111
.,

49 Used Cars

46. Homes For Sale _ _
ir

Il• Iseilsvs wore 1.00•...mg OM
•••••• bow or/ *Man

Listings needed! Officits
Coast to Coast. Buyers P.
from
Eserywhero.
"free" Catalog
STROUT HAITI

3E"

43. ReaIrstate

•

751-1222
(24 Hr.
Phone)
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Gospel Singer From Metropolis
To Be At Trinity Center Sunday

Funeral Is Set
Sunday For
1 rout) Christlail t enter
located at N lath at Calloway
George E. Overbey Sr. St.. Murray will have as its
The funeral for George E.
Overbey,Sr., will be held Sunday at 3 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church,
where he was a member, with
the Rev. Dr. Walter Mischke,
Jr., officiating and Mrs. Ann
Doran as soloist.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements by' the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call
after 6 p.m. today Saturday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the
Memorial Fund of the First
United Methodist Church or to
the American Cancer Society.

special guest, Clyde W
Phelps, a gospel singer from
Metropolis, Ill. Accompanying
him on the piano will be Sister
Mary Harvey
Phelps is a member of St
Africa! Methodist
Paul
Episcopal Church in

University Church
Of Christ Will
Hear Bruce Logue

The Untversit) Church of
Christ will hear Bruce Logue
speak on "Knowing God" with
scripture from Jeremiah
31:31-34 at the 10:30 a.m, services and on "Integrity" with
scripture from Luke 3:7-14 at
the 6 p.m. services on Sunday,
Feb. 22.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, Robert Hendon. Jack Wilson, Bobby Martin, J. T. Page, Jim Feltner,
Kennie Colson, Tommy Reid.
John Gallagher, Jerry Clark,
Max Cleaver, Barry Grogan,
Prentice Dunn, Sherrill
Gargus, Leroy Eldridge, and
Torrunye Taylor.
Nursery supervisors will be
Hazel Berkley, Margaret
George E. Overbey,Sr.
Dunn,. Lillian Dunn. and Ann
Mr. Overbey. Sr., 68, Thompson.
Bible study classes will be
founder of the law firm of
Overbey Overbey and held at 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
Overbey, died Friday at 10:20
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was afarred in December 1931 to the
former Reba Key who preced, ed him in death on Aug. 9,
The Elm Grove Baptist
1976. He later married Mrs. Church will open the day's serDorothy Norris Overbey who vices on Sunday, Feb. 22, with
survives.
Sunday School at 10 a.m. with
• The Murray man is also sur- Donny Buchanan as director.
vived by three sons — Geo.
The pastor, the Rev. Calvin
Edward Overbey, Jr., and C. Wilkins, will preach at the
Wm. Donald Overbey, Mur- II a.m. and 6:15 p.m. worship
ray, and Robert Key Overbey, services.
Calvert City Route 2; one
Kerry Vasseur will direct
.sister, Mrs. Harold I.umsden, the choir as they sing
Essex, Mo.; seven grand- "Redemption Draweth Nigh"
children.
at the morning hour, and the
The deceased served as Youth Choir as they sing
Calloway County Attorney and "Psalm 19- at the evening
later was elected as State hour. Glenda Rowlett is
Senator for three terms from organist and Paula Kinsolving
1947 to 1951 and from 1955 to is pianist.
1963. While a senator he servChurch Training will be at
ed .as senate protem for one S30 p.m. with Dwayne
term. He was a member of the Fulkerson as director.
Calloway County, Kentucky,
Nursery workers will be
and American Bar Associa- Tammie Zacheretti and Gena
tions, Murray Rotary Club. Lovett, morning,and Dale and
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. & A. Barbara Barnett, evening.
M., Rizpah Shrine Temple, Deacons on call will be Oatand the VFW.
man Cohoon and Keys Keel.

Metropolis III He is also a
member of the Full Gospel
Businessmen's Fellowship International, Paducah Chapter
Bro. Phelps has sang at a
number of the full gospel
fellowships and recently at the
full gospel businessmens
fellowship retreat held at
Barclay Lodge
Bro. Phelps
ministering in song at the Eleven
o'clock service only,
A potluck dinner will be
served after the service in the
fellowship hall. The public is
invited

•

Trinity Christian Center,
will hear the Rev. J. Marland
Harris speak at the 11 a.m.
'0,1 the 6:30 p.m. services on
'
,I:richly-. Feb. 22.
The Sunday morning sermon will be, "Baptismal
tongue and the Gift of tongues,
there is a difference." Scripture reading will be from 1st
Cor. 12:28-30 and 1st Cor. 14:5,
23.
Sunday school with Steve
Peal as director, will begin at
10 a.m, there will be classes
for all age groups, and a
nursery provided for the little
ones in all services.
Special music will be provided in all services by special
talent from Trinity.

Dr. Mischke Will
Speak At First
United Methodist

Church School for all ages
begins at 9:30 a.m, and will
end at 10:15 a.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church. The
Jesse Rogers Class will be led
by Olus McNelis as they
discuss the topic "Love One
Another," with scripture
taken from Matthew 18:1-6.
The Adult Class will by led by
Alida Guyes as they discuss
"The Theology of Our
Presbytery."
The Rev. R. E. Rabatin,
pastor, will preach on Elijah
at the morning worship service at 10:45 a.m. The choir
will sing the anthem "Sing to
the Lord A Marvelous Song"
and will be directed by Leanne
Martin. Pam Dixon will be the
organist.
A fellowship coffee will be
held from.10:15-10:40 a.m.,
sponsored by the Evangelism
and Service Committee.

'What Would Jesus Do?' Will Be Topic
Of Dr. Roos At First Christian Church
What Would Jesus Do'."'
with scripture from I Peter
2:21-23 will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. Dr.
David C. Roos at the 10:45
services on Sunday, Feb.
First Christian Chur-

ihervices

Margaret Boone will direct
the music with Maxine Clark
as organist The flowers on the
communion table will ha in
memory of R. H. Robbins by
his wife

Assisting in the services will
be Mark Underwood, Harlan
Hodges, Lyle Underwood,
Fred Wells, Dana Bullock,
Billie Burton, Marie Forrester, Jack Gibbs, Leah Hart,
George Landoll, Stepharue
Lucas, Mrs. B. D. Hall, Mrs.
Joe Rigsby, and Mrs. Lora Arnold.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Youth Groups will meet for supper and meetings
at 530 p.m

asleep while on a picnic with
her sister Margaret, played by
Anne Miller. Alice finds
herself in a dreamland of
playing-cards people and their
wonderland friends.
Getting involved in a
mystery of "Who stole the
Queen's tarts?", Alice encounters these wonderland
friends as she searches for the
culprit. In the end, Alice
remembers the rhyme naming the Knave of Hearts,
played by Ricky Jobs, as the
thief. He receives his proper
punishment of a stomach ache
and Alice soon after awakes

frein her dream
Directed by Richard Valentine, the 22-member cast —
made up of school age
children through the eighth
grade — did a superb Job
From
Alice
to
the
Hedgehogs, played by Brad
White, Jay Howell, Daniel
Cohen and Nathan Boltz, all
the performers were well
rehearsed in their lines and
character
Though hard to single out
any actor above another,
some deserving recognition
for outstanding performances

in catching this critic's eye
were Tweedledee and
Tweedledum. This duo, played
by Kelly Howell and Lisa
Whitaker, was excellent
Howell and Whitaker fully
complemented each other and
their "contrariwise" disposition as a pair proved an amusing scene in the play
Another performer who was
noted was Suzanne Meeks who
portrayed the impetuous
Queen of Hearts. Her verge on
hysteria throughout her performance delighted the audience as well as lended
"spice" to the play.

Besides the excellent acting
— rendered by all involvad the play displayed some
elaborate costuming 'and
make-up helping add to the
fullness of its presentation
This stage play ass
thoroughly entertaining and
definitely worth seeing. Remaining performances of the
show are 2 p.m. and 8 p in
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday in
the Calloway County Publn
Library auditorium.
Library auditorium.
Tickets are $3 for adults. $2
for students and $1.50 for
children and senior citizens_

tam

Up to
42 hours
recording
time

John Dale Will
Speak At Church

William Miller And Leland Peeler To
Be Guest Speakers At Sinking Spring

Trinity Christian
Center Will Hear
Rev_ Harris Speak

The Thursday night opening
performance of the MurrayCalloway County Conununity
Theater's presentation of
"Alice In Wonderland" was
nothing but a pleasure
Presented as the season's
second segment of "The
Children's Company," this
Madge Miller adaptation of
Lewis Carroll's novel kept the
audience in smiles and light
spirits throughout the night
The story centered around
Alice, a young girl played by
Janet Whaley, who falls

The Rev, Dr. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial Baptist Church, will speak at the
10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Feb. 22.
Kerry Letterman, deacon of
the week, will assist in the services.
Milton Gresham, minister of
music, will direct the music
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Michael Wilkins
as pianist. The Sanctuary
Choir will present special
music at the morning hour and
the Adult Ensemble at the
evening hour.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be David and Helen Foley
and Marie Housden. Bus
drivers for the week will be
Pete Morgan, Larry Geib, and
Glenn Hale.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
at 6 p.m. on Sunday.

John Dale will speak on
•'Church Growth: Edification- with scripture from
Ephesians 4:11-15 at the 8:30
and 10:40 a.m.services and on
"Purer in Heart, 0 God. Help
Me To Be" 'with scripture
from Matthew 6:22-24 at the 6
p.m. services on Sunday. Feb.
22.
Assisting in the services will
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Denny Jones, Jr., Billy Nix,
Jim Ragsdale, Danny
Cleaver, Mike Thomas, Lorin
Watson, Greg Garland, Sam
Parker, David Ryan, James
Thurmond, Tommy Carraway, Mike Lyons, Roy Harmon, Ruin Dick, and John C.
Steele.
LaJeanna Thornton will be
the special class helper and
Gay Evans will be the teen
nursey helper. Serving on the
extension department will be
also sing a special selection.
L. D. Warren will serve as Larry and Garry Evans.
Bible classes will be at 9:45
deacon of the week. The Youth
Choir will sing at the evening a.m. on Sunday.
hour.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at 6
p.m.

First Presbyterian
Church Slates
Services For Sunday

By DARRELL MONROE

Dr. Jerrell White
Will Speak At
Memorial Baptist

Elm Grove Baptist
Sets Sunday Services

Guest speakers at the services on Sunday, Feb. 22, at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will be William Miller
of Flint Baptist Church at 11
a.6. and Leland Peeler of
Grace Baptist Church at 7
p.m.
This will be a part of the
Men's Day services with
special music by the Men's
Choir, directed by Tommy
Scott with Judy Hughes as
pianist and Patsy Neale as
organist. A quartet of men will

'Alice In Wonderland' Nothing But A Pleasure

ie

1980 RCA Corporation

Get 7 RCA
VK250 video
cassettes FREE
when you buy this
RCA SelectaVision
VCR Model VET650

The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., will speak on "A
Clean Anger" with scripture
from Ephesians 4.25 and 5:2
at the 10:50 a.m, worship services on Sunday, Feb. 22, at
the First United Methodist
Church.
Paul Shahan will direct the
chancel choir as they sing the
anthem, -"Ye Saints of the
Lord," with Bea Farrell as
organist.
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.
The Mission Study will start
at 5:30 p.m. Sunday with a
Latin American Dinner. Felix
Morales, native of Columbia,
South America, will speak for
the adult group. Guest
speakers for the children's
group will be Senora
Mercedes de Cachon and
Senor Miguel Contreras, both
of Mexico.

Salem Baptist
Church Will Hold
Men's Day Sunday
The Salem Baptist Church
will hold men's day on Sunday, Feb. 22, beginning with a
breakfast at the church for the
men and boys at 7 a.m.
Filling the pulpit in the 11
a.m, service will be Don
Rogers. The men will fill the
choir in the morning services
and will be directed by liobb
Fain.
Sunday school will be at 10
a.m, directed by Dan Miller
and Church Training at 6 p.m
with Dale Sheridan as director.
The pastor, the Rev. Mike
Lilliell will debves-the,evening message in the 6:45 p.m
worship service

DIECT

Limited Time Only!

No other video cassette recorder
gives you more performance features
The 6-hour SelectaVision 650 is RCA's
most fully-featured VCR. During playback, this remarkable instrument
gives you total remote control of 12
functions, including high-speed picture search, stop action, slow motion
and single frame advance.

You also get these other advanced features.
• 14-day electronic programmer
• Electronic touch-button VHF/UHF
tuning
• Automatic tape rewind
• Tape counter with memory switch
• Automatic TV/VCR switching

COME IN TODAY FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Also See Our 2 Floor Models At Even
Bigger Savings
753-1713
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